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The BG News

FRIDAY, Oct. 9,1998

A daily independent student press

Fact One...
■ Heather Murphy is seventh in the nation for her
kills per game.

Volume 85» No. 31

BGSU
educates
on binge
drinking

Can I help
you?

□ Bowling Green has
received a grant to aid
in teaching students
about binge drinking.
By CAROLYN STECKEL

■ The Falcon hocKey
team opens its conference schedule against
the Redhawks.

■ The Bowling Green
football teamk travels to
Oxford to play a tough
Miami team.

Fact Line continues
to answer questions
despite problems
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

■ Reviews of the visually
stunning "What Dreams
May Come" and the
computer-animated
"Antz."
■ New albums by Soul
Coughing. U.N.K.L.E.. The
Chemical Brothers and
Fighting Gravity.

■ Vision's Coming Out
Week features comedy
and an 80's dance.
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They operate from a secret
location within the campus. A
location filled with information
books and posters, three computers, telephone books and
telephones, campus Fact Line is
an essential part of the University.
Answering questions pertaining to students' needs and
helping them get through
school are the top priorities for
Fact
Line, said Gardner
McLean, supervisor of Fact Line
and news service associate
director.
Even though President Sidney Ribeau first made his Students First Initiative back in the
fall of 19%, Fact Line's main
goal has always been putting
students
first,
McLean
explained.
"I think that Fact Line is a
great resource for the University," said Charles Middleton,
vice president and provost for
academic affairs.
Fact Line first opened its telephone lines back in April 1971,
in the midst of the Vietnam War.
The history of Fact Line runs
parallel to the protests of the
Vietnam War. May 1970 was a
turning point for all universities
due to the war.

On May 4, 1970, the Kent
State shootings took place. Four
students were killed by National Guardsmen during a war
protest. After this, chaos hit
campuses across Ohio and they
closed, all except BGSU,
McLean said.
The reason BGSU did not
cancel classes was the connection between faculty, staff and
students was very close knit
and everyone remained calm,
McLean said.
By fall quarter 1970, student
protests still were taking place,
but BGSU remained a calm
campus because faculty and
students worked together to
contain rumors about the war.
Once rumors hit the administration, especially the public relations office, the University realized something had to be done
to control them.
In April 1971, Fact Line was
created "for students, by students," McLean said.
"It was strictly a rumor control service," McLean said.
The first day Fact Line
opened, the only four calls
made concerned the protests.
However, on the second
day.Fact Line received a phone
call about a pizza place phone
number, McLean said.
"Fact Line's number one purpose was and is to be available
to students in time of an emergency," McLean said.

QUOTE
"The right train of
though can take you
to a better station in
life."
from God's Little Instruction
Book II

Visit our new website for
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com
J;Vi|,]

?

If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS

Jeff Webber, senior Medical Technology major, answers
questions in the Fact Line office.
During times of snow storms
or a fire in a residence hall. Fact
Line provides students with
information to keep them safe,
McLean explained.
There have been two incidents since McLean has been
here in which Fact Line was
viewed as a lifesaver. One time
was during the blizzard of 1978
and (he other occurred when an
airplane crashed into an apartment complex on Frazee
Avenue on May 1, 1982.
The blizzard of 1978 hit the
Bowling Green area on Jan. 26 ,
during the middle of the night.
It took McLean one hour to
walk a half-mile to campus
since the snow was blinding.

When the operators of Fact Line
heard about the blizzard, their
telephones opened at 6:30 a.m.
and Fact Line remained a 24hour operation, except for
maybe two hours, McLean said.
Fact Line operators at that time
were very dedicated, and still
are to this day. The blizzard was
the one time when operators
gave advice to students who
wanted to travel, McLean said.
Some students thought that
since classes were canceled, it
would be a great time to head
home and Fact Line told them it
was not a good idea, McLean
I See FACT LINE.page 5

• See ALCOHOL, page Five

Martial Arts kick into Eppler
□ Japanese students traveled from
Japan to the University to demonstrate their skills in the Kendo,
Iaido, and Judo martial arts.
By AMYJO L, BROWN
The BG News

WEBSITE

The BG News
Imagine what the typical Friday night of an average student
is like. Perhaps it includes an
hour or two of primping and
then meeting up with friends.
From there a quick alcohol run
and then off to someone's apartment for a night of drinking and
socializing.
At the party, an average student might throw back two Jack
Daniel Coolers. After all, they're
small. Immediately following
are a couple of Jell-o shots, a
mud slide and a can of beer.
Harmless right?
The average student has just
fallen victim to what is called
binge drinking. This is when a
person drinks five or more alcoholic beverages in one sitting.
According to a Core drug
and alcohol survey taken at the
University last year, 94 percent
of males and 84 percent of
females consider drinking to be
a pivotal point in their social
life, and 61 percent had binged
within the past two weeks.
As a result of the numbers,
the University applied for a
competitive grant that would
aid in educating students on the
effects of binge drinking as well
as provide alcohol-free activities.
For the past two years, the
University has been successful
in obtaining this grant of $25,000
which is offered by the Ohio
Department of Alcohol and
Drug
Addiction
Services
(ODADAS). There are a total of
19 grants awarded each year.
The University of Toledo also
received one of the grants.
Terry Rentner, assistant professor and project director, said
that the University is unique in

The ancient techniques of Japanese warriors
were demonstrated for students on Tuesday night
in Eppler Center.
In celebration of Japan Week, kendo, iaido and
judo were performed by students from the Saitama
University located north of Tokyo in Japan.
Professor Hiroyuki Shioiri, a kendo expert and
leader of the Saitama team, opened the demonstrators with a brief history of the martial arts.
He explained that the samurai — Japanese warriors — were the first to practice the three disciplines.
Drawing the sword and returning it to the saya,
or scabbard, is the art known as iaido. The students
went through several demonstrations of the different forms of drawing and cutting the sword — all
in a smooth, single motion that would be deadly to
the unfortunate victim.
"It may seem simple, but every time we practice,
we find something not right," Shioiri said.
Kendo translates into English as "the way of the
sword." Shioiri presented the various swords and

manners in which they are used to attack and to
defend the warrior.
Judo is a more common form of martial art,
often taught in the United States. Resembling
wrestling, judo involves flexibility and an understanding of the opponent's strengths and weaknesses, Shioiri said.
After demonstrations of each discipline, Shioiri
and his team taught some basic moves to willing
audience members.
For the final part of the program, the kendoists
donned their safety equipment and engaged in
actual combat. The slapping of the imitation
swords on protected body parts made the audience
cringe and briefly look away; however, the
kendoists were unaffected by the blows inflicted
upon them.
"We're very happy to have the chance to perform," Shioiri said.
Many audience members said they attended the
demonstration out of curiosity or to further their
knowledge of martial arts.
"I'm interested in the Japanese martial arts and
right now I'm taking a Tai Chi class," said James
Liu, a junior.
"I was just curious," said Feikun Chong, also a
junior.
Other students mentioned their participation in
the United Karate System and the Korean Martial
Arts Club, organizations available on campus for
any student who has an interest in learning a martial art.
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Students demonstrate their skills in Kendo. Iaido and Judo.
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PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
Do you think the BGSU community is
politically correct?

Ryan Schneider
Junior

Ed Mahar
Junior
Politcal Science
"To some degree
they are. you will
always have
stereotyping."

MKT
"It's pretty good,
considering it's
not very diverse."

Last year, I had a conversation with two friends about
whether pornography was
proper art or not. I promised
them that I would write a column about it, so here goes.
First, I need to establish
what I mean when I say
"proper art." 1 am not speaking in the context that all
human expression is art,
because it's not. If that were
true, then any adolescent
scratch about suicidal
thoughts and lustful urges
towards classmates would be
in the Smithsonian. But it's
not, so we'll do away with
that immediately.
I'm speaking of proper art
in the context that James
Joyce describes. James Joyce
was one of the century's
greatest authors. He placed
art into two categories: proper
and improper. You guys still
with me?
He said that improper art
is of two orders: pornographic and didactic. He defined
pornography as any expression that intends to make the
observer desire to possess the
object represented. This
means that ALL ADVERTISING ART IS PORNOGRAPHY! This is because it
intends to make you desire to
possess the object. In this
definition, there is no differ-

ence between a man who is
drugging up runaways on
Sunset Boulevard and a slogan writer for car commercials.
The second order of
improper art is didactic. This
is any expression that intends
to move the observer away
from the object represented
with loathing or fear. In this
definition, all social satire,
political commentary, etc., is
didactic and in Joyce's terms,
improper art.
These terms could be used
to describe anything from
Saturday Night Live and Nine
Inch Nails to "This Bud's for
You" and "Forrest Humps."
It's fear, hatred, desire and
lust. This type of art intends
to move the observer one way
or the other. The key to this
is that the observer is present
throughout the observation
(bear with me guys, it'll be
clear in a minute).
Joyce's other order of art

is Proper Art. Proper art is an
expression that aesthetically
arrests the mind and senses,
so that the individual is no
longer separated from the
object being observed. In a
sense, the veil between
observer and observed is
destroyed and the only thing
left is the observation itself.
Joyce refers to this as the
"epiphany." This is the
moment where the space
between thoughts is gone and
the individual is opened to
the suffering of the HUMAN
BEING. Notice that I didn't
say the African-American
sufferer, or the American
Indian sufferer, or the proletariat sufferer, or any other
social group.
Inspiring compassion with
the human sufferer is, in
Joyce's terms, the function of
proper art. I happen to agree
with him.
So, is pornography art?
Not in this definition. But
neither is advertising. So we
can stop kidding ourselves
with the term "commercial
artist."

Is pornography a bad
thing? In my opinion, no. I
never had a "birds and bees"
talk with my parents. Everything I learned about the
physical act of having sex, I
learned by watching pornog-

By Jason Lady
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Angle Everett
Junior
MKT
"Yes- I've been
called 'sir' with
a baseball
capon,"

Copyright © 1998, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without the permission of
The BG News is strictly prohibited. The BG
News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester. Opinions expressed in
columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of
the Fall 1998 BG News staff. The BG News
encourages its readers to notify the paper of
any errors in stories or photograph descriptions. Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief
and the Editorial Board are final.
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Josh Minion can be reached at
jminlon@bgnel.bgsu.edu

Remember
to cast
your vote
in the
Cola War
today at
www.bjnew8.coni
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Diane Roe
Senior
Interior Design
"They put on a
good front, and
they try really
hard, but I know
they're not.'

raphy. Now, obviously, it
must be stressed that the
physical act is far from the
sum total of sexuality. Sex is
as much a mental thing as it
is physical, and if you don't
know this, then you aren't
doing it right!
And I'm not done with
you marketing/advertising
people. The only difference
between what you do and the
people taking pictures of copulation, is that I can learn
something from their work.
Thanks to you, we live in a
buzzword world where reality
has four-minute space breaks
that try to sell you things you
don't need. And because of
you, we've become a consumer-plantation.
The comedian Bill Hicks
said it best: "If anyone here
is in marketing or advertising-kill yourself! There's no
rationalization for what you
do. You are Satan's little
helpers, you're f—ed and
you're f-—ing the rest of us.
Kill yourself, kill yourself,
kill yourself. Now, back to
the show."
I'm pretty sure he was kidding about killing yourselves.
Don't try that at home.

tonvrw srm

Results will
run next
week in
The News.

Presidential history repeats
As the jokes keep coming, the tive and judicial branches. Arti- cal Republicans charged that
situation becomes graver under cle II, Section 4 of the Constitu- Johnson had violated one of the
our very noses. Monday night, tion, lays down the groundwork: recently passed restrictions on
the House Judiciary Committee The President, Vice President the president, the Tenure of
voted along hard party lines, 21- and all civil Officers of the Unit- Office Act, by dismissing Secre16, to send a proposal for a wide- ed States shall be removed from tary of War Edwin M. Stanton,
ranging probe into President Bill office on impeachment for, and who Jackson suspected was spyClinton's affair with Monica Conviction of. Treason, Bribery, ing for the Radicals. Johnson surLewinsky and possible penury or other high Crimes and Misde- vived the Senate trial, being
charges; eventually leading to a meanors."
acquitted by a single vote. This
vote on whether to proceed with
Historically, the impeachment partisan effort of the Radicals
impeachment hearings. If the process has been a solemn affair, failed.
House of
Representatives conducted with the appropriate
President Richard M. Nixon,
approves the proposal on Thurs- caution and respect due to a fedday, the Senate will shortly begin eral leader. Only twice before on the other hand, faced a host of
a trial, presided over by the chief 1998 has a president faced the legitimate, impeachable charges,
having committed a variety of
lustice of the United States, leav- possibility of being impeached.
serious offenses ranging from
ing President Clinton a hair
away from losing his job. The
The first time Congress tried obstruction of justice to firegravity of this development is to impeach a president, in 1868, bombing. He did not survive the
lost on much of the nation. the thin veneer of respect hid the process, resigning rather than
Impeachment represents the sole political motives of a hostile facing a Senate trial. The events
constitutional mechanism avail- "Radical Republican" Congress surrounding Watergate were
able to Congress for the removal hell-bent on driving Andrew appropriate applications of the
of corrupt members of the execu- Johnson out of office. The Radi- Constitution, and it is a regret-

<

table situation. So far, partisan
politics has lost out to reason in
the impeachment forum. If a trial
is set into motion today, and the
Senate assumes the responsibility of censuring President Clinton
or removing him from office, a
1998 reincarnation of the 1868
Radical Republican Congress
might just succeed where its predecessor failed. A partisan Congress will drive an enemy out of
the White House based on a concocted offense that stems from a
concocted independent counsel.
A precedent will be set that will
taint U.S. politics forever. We do
not remove officials based on
severity of offenses, but on the
number and strength of their
enemies in Congress.
This is a staff editorial from the
Minnesota Daily, University of
Minnesota.
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Have a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Dear BG News,
How long does marijuana
slay in the body?
Concerned.Prout
Dear Concerned,
The
longevity
of
THC
(tetrahydrocannabinol,
the
active chemical in marijuana)
in the body depends mostly on
the user and the mode of use.
Generally, half of the THC that
comes from smoking weed
passes out of the body within a
day. The other 50 percent
either stays connected to blood
proteins, enters cells or moves
into fat before it says good-bye
for good.
Dear BG News,
I am lacking energy. What
tips can you give me to
increase my energy levels?
Nonenergetic, MAC

Dear Nonenergetic,
First, rule out any medical
conditions that could be making you feel de-energized. Try
to get enough sleep each night
(seven or eight hours a night).
Exercise regularly three to four
times a week for at least thirty
minutes each time. Consume
enough calories from a varied
and healthy diet. Add more
fresh fruits and vegetables to
your diet, and also eat more
complex carbohydrates, which
will provide you with sustaining energy. Eat fewer simple
carbohydrates (sugar from
candy, for example), which
give you a quick burst of energy, but soon leave you feeling
tired from the sugar blues
(hypoglycemia).

Lonely, Kohl
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DOWN
1 Cad a temporary
halt
2 Semitic fertility
goddess
3 Oahu inlet
4 Lofty
5 A Great Lake
6 Lions' lairs
7 Droop
8 Housing
9 Pot sweeteners
10 Cereal grasses
11 Heavy-hearted
12 Any person
13 Williams of
baseball
18 Fish eggs
21 Fonda film, with
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49 Mosque tower
52 See-through
curtains
55 Italian violin
virtuoso
56 Let in fresh air
57 Keenly eager
58 And so forth: abbr.
59 Uses a soapbox
60 Gentlemen
61 Unknown John
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43 Anchor-chain
Like volunteers
openings
In addition
46 blanche
Sure enough!
Small land mass 47 Anthropology
subject
Greek letter
48 Resting spot
Winners
49 Sages
Halt a peal?
Jodie Foster film 50 Frankenstein's
Dug up Vie garden
assistant
Marriage vow
51 Acts the shrew
Appropriate
52 _ Paulo
53 That girl

41 Sea lavender
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For the answer*, look on
the web: www.bfnewe.com
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PAGE THREE is
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University We
at Tht BO News
consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody.
Opinions expressed
herein art solely
those of our staff.
Have a nice day-
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After the Music Department moved In 1979, West Hall was renovated and, in
1985, became the home for the Key and the BG News, as well as the Journalism Department. ^^^»w»w««^r
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Dear Lonely:
Even though most clubs and
activities have already had
their first meetings you can
still become involved by stopping in at any of the meetings.
Watch for flyers and ads in the
paper. Take advantage of BG's
night life to meet new people
... out of a classroom setting
people are more relaxed and
friendly. Even if you have to
stand in line you will have at
least two people in close proximity that you can talk with.

Saturday

Partly cloudy

31
32
34
35
37
39

gestions on how I can get
involved and meet people?

Dear BG News:
The semester is a third of the

Today

HIGH: 60

way over and 1 still have yet
to find my "place" at the University. Do you have any sug-
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Gullible person
Williams and
Kennedy
Automobile
display space
Function
District
Whoever
Myna's relative
Moped
Conditional
releases
Equal scores
First name in
mysteries
Open containers
Protest vote
Final degree
John or
Washington
Over with
College jobs
Female red deer
Transfers
StroH
Import-export
differentials
Pocket billiards
Dragster
Illuminated
Black goo
Actor Grant
Baby's word
Carpentry tools
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Upcoming
"Upcoming Event*" if ■ service to our reader* borrowed daily via the University web
page. The calendar or event* on the web page baa a more complete lilting of event* and
can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Events
Friday, 10/9/98
Breakfast In BG (7 a.m.)
101 Olscamp Hall. Jaak
Panksepp will speak on "Emotional Intelligence, Emotional
Consciousness and Affective
Neuroscience at BGSU." Cost is
$8 in advance and includes
breakfast buffet. Reservations
should be made with Carol Sanner at 419/372-2708 or Deb
Boyce at dboyce@bgnet.bgsu.
edu.
Adobe After Effects Workshop (8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Media 100 Lab, BGSU. Exper-

at 419/372-8181 or
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

iment with digital and other
images using this popular software application. Class meets
again on Oct. 10. Fee $795. For
more information or to register
call the National Institute for the
Study of Digital Media at
419/372-9934 or e-mail jwomack©bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Introduction to Computers
and MS Windows (8 a.m. - S
P-m.)
Arrowhead Park, Maumee.
Learn the basic parts of the computer and the Windows desktop.
Class meets again on Oct. 16. Fee
SI39. For more information or to
register call CTC Customer Service

Media 100 Editor Certification Workshop (8 a.m. - 5

p.m.)
BGSU. Build on your knowledge of the Media 100 system to
develop professional productions. Class meets again on Oct.
24. Fee $995. For more information or to register call the National Institute for the Study of Digital Media at 419/372-9934 or emailjwomack@bgnet.bgsu. edu.
Women's Tennis at Ohio
State Tournament (9 a.m.)
Columbus, Oh.

TV GUIDE SECTION
FRIDAY OCTOBER 9,1998
6:00
6:30
7:00

7:30

8:00
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e-mail

8:30
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9:00
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Composer to Composer: A
Dialogue with Anthony Davis
(9 a.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Event is
part of the 19th Annual New
Music & Art Festival. For further
information call 419/372-2685.
Wood. Lucas County Job Fair
(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Seagate Centre, 401 Jefferson
Avenue, Toledo. Up to 125
employers from Wood & Lucas
county will accept resumes or
take applications for skilled,
semi-skilled & non-skilled posi-

(SEE PG.

9:30

Lisa Moore of the Bang on a Can
All-Stars will present this free
workshop. The event is part of
the New Music & Art Festival at
BGSU.

tions. For more information call
419/353-5321 or 419/427-1810.
Concert (10:30 a.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Event is
part of the 19th Annual New
Music & Art Festival. For further
information call 419/372-2685.

Cross Country at All Ohio
Championships (2 p.m.)
Delaware, Oh. The run for
state pride is today, with the
women's race at 2 p.m. and the
men's race at 2:45 p.m.

Bang on a Can All-Stars
Workshop: "What It Is?
Noise, Composition and Concert Performance in the Age
of the Millennium" (12:30 1:30 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Electric guitarist Mark Stewart and pianist

Concert (2:30 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musi%
cal Arts Center. Event is part oi
the 19th Annual New Music &
Art Festival.
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COM One Night Stand Mat* Me Laugh Lilly Show,R
Disc [New House

rWMJM

[Stems Money

Gimme Shelter

QIC |15 25) Mevia: ••• 'TheGreatflace (1965 Comedy' Tony Cwtt X
EcpN

Up Close

Sportscsnter

Paula Poundstons

Movie:... "ThrowMomma From the rr*n"(i987) Danny OeVito

Upright Citiren [Comedy Show

Wild Discovery: South Allican

Discovery News Storm Warning' [Mystsry ol the Crop Circlet (R)

Justice Files "Cops Gone Bad" (R)

Movie * The Stupids' (1996, Comedy) Tom Arnold

Movie:.. "SowsLateUs"(1985.Comedy)DanAykroyd.(InStereo)

| NML Hockey Philadelphia Fryers ai New York Rangers From Madison Square Garden (Uve| X

FAM [Outrageous!

1 Can't Believe

Show-Funny

j(« 45) Movie:

Making-Star Tk

Inside the NFL (R (In Steiao) Z

Movie: ... "SUr r/e* FirstConucl"(l996) Patnck Skrvait. 'PG-13' Z |Mov»:

20th Century |R|

BoroJealH)

MB0

HIST Desert Slorm The Ultimate War
Iffy
Sc

JQFI

[S 30) Jams Countdown
TLaatWord

Sports News

Asaettng 9ioriM Sci-fi Entrri

TujltatAl*

HomeAgam

TNT [Babyl0B5'0Miliwa»«i I

Show-Funny

Oh No! Mr. BUI

[Lit.. Centers

Faneac

Hen im Stereo] Eye Spy Video

FoottelWMy

NHL Cod Shots Boung F,ohi Tm (Live)

[Say What?

IStanKy Cup

Sportecerwer I

. [Movie: O^i t^fnarxr (1967. AcVOTur.) rVJard Mufcjari X
TICKSIAssaisl'(\n»

|"EasyMonty"

700 Club Author Cindy Jacobs.
Rutflor Hautr. W X [Chris Rock Z

Dream MacMnee "Italian Style" (R) (Pan 5 ol 5)

10 Greatest American Cars

Total Request Live (R) (m Seroo)

To Be Announced

Cut (in Siereo)

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

1
Sightings (Rl I Star Trs* Operaton - Annihilate X

Movie:.') "Cri*)SPay3"(l99l,Horror)Jul»rVh»*.r^*tyFleevs«. Suitings |R)X [Son Trek X

41 Hours "Psyches i SMctts (R) Secret World ol Miami (R)

Secret World ol Beauty Pageants Secret World ol Supermodels Hi

Secret World ol Miami (R)

Movie: •• The Pwteoy- (1985. Drama) Jackie Chan. Darviy A»k>

Movie: ..'1 "rVhesvson Meas"(t9 14. Comedy) Jackie Chan.

J0OK Batman: Sens. [Batman Series

Scoooy Doo

Johnny Bravo

TeiAvery

USA

(ana: Warrior Princate tin Stereo) Walker, Ten* Ranger (In Siereo)

Movie:.. "r^rasTgH»nr)r-(i99i,Drama)HamsonFord WNunn I Movie:... -Sea ofLov*-(i969)

Hard Rock Live (In Siereo)

Movie:... XtiuckBenyHstHtl Rock W far imi bocumeniary)uiuckberry

VHi [Fashion TV

[Rod. ol Ages

|Derter"s Lao

Rock-Ron Jeo.

[Ammaniacs

[Rock-Rod Jeo.

Cowl Chicken [YuckieOucU

[ToonHeads

»

Van w/Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Rcitncteo Houra on Holidays

[LovaKna (R)

ER "Welcome Back Carter" Z

Hercules Legendary Jmvs.

Children Must Rirfc in Child Restraint Seats Provided

Cartoon Planet [Space Ghoet

Service Area Bowling Greco
Please la driver know now
many penont will
bending

B.G.Taxi
352-0796

This service u financed in pan from
an operating Mtimnce grant from
ODOT A FTA
|BG TMI information n
ivailable in large print
and audio tape format
upon request
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Witness list drafted in Clinton impeachment case
□ House Judiciary
Committee begins
drafting witness list
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
—
The
House Judiciary Committee
began drafting a list Thursday of
potential witnesses in its

impeachment inquiry, but lawmakers said they preferred waiting until after the November
election to hold hearings.
Sources close to the committee said it is likely to seek testimony from former White House
intern Monica Lewinsky and her
former friend Linda Tripp; Clinton's personal secretary, Betty

ALCOHOL
Continued from page one.
that it was the only Ohio school
to appoint a faculty member to
oversee this project.
"All the other universities
appoint an administrator or
someone from health services as
the director," Rentner said. "I
believe the faculty needs to be
more involved in the well-being
of the students."
The education and activities
that are a result of the grant are
specifically being aimed at freshmen as well as those in the Greek
system.
"These groups have the highest incidence of binge drinking
on campus as well as nationally,"
Rentner said.
Reasons for this include that
freshmen conform to peer
groups and are more susceptible
to binge drinking behaviors,
Rentner said.
As for the Greek system,
according to the Core survey, 94
percent of those surveyed found
drinking as central in the social
lives of fraternity members and
88 percent in sorority members'
lives.
Rentner said since the University started receiving this grant.

the binge drinking rate has
dropped 8 percent.
According to Chris Hageman,
health promotions coordinator at
the Wellness Connection, many
of the activities will take place
this month since it is alcohol
awareness month.
The first activity is a one person act that is referred to as a
"dramatic drunkalogue." This
will be performed by comedian
Bob Keene and will deal with
alcoholism and university life,
Hageman said.
According to Tracey Gavin,
graduate assistant at the Wellness Center, swing dance lessons
will be offered at a program
called BG Swings.
Also returning this February
is the Big Playground at the
Recreation Center where food,
games, and music are available.
It is free of charge to students in
return for alcohol related paraphernalia.
Rentner also said that these
programs would not have happened with just the grant money.
"We have a lot of support
from both on and off-campus
organizations," she said.

fJS*S^S*S*S*S^^S*S*S*Sf^S*S^S*S*l
:

v

Women's
Home Volleyball

Saturday Afternoon at
4:00 p.m. against
::
Akron in
Anderson
Arena.

00
0
0
00
00
00

•

All students
Admitted
Free with valid
BGSU ID
Volleyball Sponsors :
Domino's
and Ohio Lottery

Currie, and friend, Vemon Jordan, and Deputy White House
Counsel Bruce Lindsey.
The committee embarked on
some "intense strategizing ... to
see in what direction we want to
move, what evidence we need to
acquire, what subpoenas we
need to issue, and how fast we
can do it," Chairman Henry

Hyde of Illinois, told reporters.
Behind-the-scenes
talks
between senior lawmakers and
their aides will dominate the
committee's work between now
and the Nov. 3 election, with
hearings likely between then and
the end of the year, Hyde said.
"We don't want to be accused
of politicizing this," Hyde said.

"But we will be doing a lot of
planning and interviewing and
whatever's necessary to get
ready to have hearings after the
election."
However, the committee's
subcommittee on the Constitution has scheduled an Oct. 22
hearing on defining impeachable
crimes.

Rep. Bamey Frank, D-Mass.,
said Republicans are waiting for
direction from the electorate on
how much support exists for
Clinton.
"What

they will do will

depend on the election," Frank
said.

Fraternity raises money for kidney fund
□ Service fraternity
rocks to raise money
and awareness for
American Kidney
Fund and lung disease.
ByANAPEREIRA
The BG News
There are only two more days
for the University community to
participate in the Alpha Phi
Omega Rock-a-Thon and contribute to the American Kidney
Fund.
The fund raising started yesterday in the Union foyer and

will last until this Friday at
noon.
The Rock-a-Thon is a campuswide event that has been taking
place for the last five years, organized by Alpha Phi Omega fraternity, the largest service fraternity in the nation. The "Rock" in
Rock-a-Thon doesn't refer to
music, however.
"We will rock in rocking
chairs for 48 hours." said Amanda See, Alpha Phi Omega vice
president for service.
The fund-raising event will
also help the University and the
city community to get together,
said Kelly Lehram, Alpha Phi
Omega president.
"Merchants in the community

supported this campus-wide
event by donating prizes that
will be raffled," she said.
The purpose of the Rock-aThon is to raise funds both for
the American Kidney Fund and
for awareness of lung disease.
"The number of people with
lung disease has increased
recently and the treatment is
very expensive," See said.
The money raised by Alpha
Phi Omega will help people with
lung disease that are not able to
get a lung transplant.
"We should think twice about
the number of people that have
lung diseases and how this number has been increasing," See
said.

Alpha Phi Omega expects to
raise $300 in 48 hours.
"Everything we make will go
to people that cannot afford their
own treatment and help with
research on lung disease," See
said.
The University community
can help by buying raffle tickets,
Lehram said.
Students are also welcome to
participate and rock in the rocking chairs.
"We would love to have students with us," See said. "It's a
good cause."
For more information on the
event or the American Kidney
Fund, call Alpha Phi Omega at
372-0143.

complex were mostly members
of Greek organizations and had
an event taking place that day,
though some residents left for
the weekend and the others had
time to reach safety. However,
the four passengers in the plane
were killed, McLean said.
Fact Line was one of the main
contacts parents had to find out
if their children survived since
Fact Line was given a list of tenants and survivors.
Those who work at Fact Line
take their job seriously, and this
is seen in the past serious incidents, as well as current situations.
When Fact Line isn't reassuring students about weather situ-

ations or helping families locate
their children, they are taking
calls pertaining to college life.
Some of the calls they receive
regard drop/add, where classes
are located or appealing a grade.
"It is rewarding because you
get to talk to a variety of people
and, for the most part, they are
appreciative since they need the
information," said Dan Lawver,
Fact Line operator.
Lawver takes the opportunity
to get to know the person he has
kept on hold while looking for
their information.
Even though Fact Line is
located on campus, it does not
limit itself to only the campus or
Bowling Green community. Fact

Line also has people calling with
questions pertaining to weekend
vacations or restaurants in Toledo. There are even people who
call with questions to try and
stump an operator's knowledge.
Of course, this is not the main
purpose for Fact Line.
According to Ed Whipple,
vice president for student affairs,
he feels that Fact Line is a great
service to people.
"If anything, we need to get
more folks to use it," he said. "It
is an excellent vehicle for providing information about a variety
of programs, services and events,
and can also help clarify misinformation."

FACT LINE
Continued from page one.
explained.
To his knowledge, four to five
people froze to death driving
home in the blizzard.
The blizzard hit during
McLean's first year as the Fact
Line supervisor.
"It was quite an introduction
for me," McLean said.
The second most memorable
incident for Fact Line operators
was when an airplane took off
from the Wood County airport,
crashing and burning into an
apartment complex on Frazee
Avenue.
The tenants who lived in the
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BG Radio Sports
Weekend Line-up

*w
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A FEW BGSU
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS MAKE THIS
DONKEY BLOW HIS LOAD?
OCTOBER 12,5:00 P.M.
UNION OVAL

Friday
Hockey at Miami Live
6:30 air time

TOBACCO OUTLET

402 E. Wooster St C(
&&/
'«'€>/•
352-BLTT
Across from Taco Bell

x6

Sg*
J

Saturday
Football at Miami Live
1:00 air time
Hockey at Miami Live
6:30 air time

HMAlsuuf+uUviXt&ttVci+HtfUt.

j

\/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/,

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Spaghetti Dinner
IWHERE -St. Thomas Moore

V*c - -./

j WHEN ■ Saturday Oct. IO l2-4pm
Gymnasium

Only on 88.1 FM, WBGU

if

[HOW MUCH $3.00 fill You Can fat
I WHY : To Support the House Ear Institute \

At+U Pti foam 1ffl

GIVEN BY :

Delta Zeta

\/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ V

BGSU Student Rush Tickets
$5.00 with Valid I.D.
Box Office Opens at Noon

•Prizes will be on display during Happy Hour
•Prizes include beer cans signs, blow-up golf
bag, 4 ft. Bud bottles, and blow-up Nascar

F

T

I

only $15 per month

Back to School Special:
Mention this ad and get one month free.

BANG ON A CAN

A L L • S T A R S

BOWLING

There's Always Something New in Classifieds!

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

L

354-HOST

TWMC «» $2S a Sit. To ordar ocMu.
call 4IVJ72-SI7I or KOISH 111*
Pr.i.nttd by tha CoUtf* of Muucal Am

•Check out D J. Louth

GREEN

STATE

UNIVE

www.BGHost.com

B^Join the BG News

•Ui ilC ili ^lC i!i ili ili ili ^li. Ill

SW MATS FOR SWEFTET DAY
S\1URDAY0CT0BERl7m
HOME "SWEET" HQML

IMAGE

A

Friday, October 9, t p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center, BGSU

•Starts Friday at midnight!!!!

Find It In The
BG News!

V

Internet
Pirect

S2I.9S

Tiny red hearts are mux led on ihis adorable picket
fence container that ii filled with lovely fresh flowers
surrounding a small bird house.

"SWEET BABY BEAR
Send a special message with Ihis sweet while
stuffed bear thai is attached 10 a bud vase of
mini-carnations and a rose

Ouftque

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative Clothing
Beaded/Hemp jewelry
Clone Cigarettes
Incense
unique Candles
Class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200* Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool Cloves and Slippers

YOU ARE "SWEET"
We've wrapped up a crystal ivy bowl with c
fresh red rose and daises jusi for your spcci;
sweet someone.

Choose from one of the above or
other fresh arrangemen
We Delivei
Will be open friday tl
and Saturday the

THE FLOWE

445 L Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)

Mon-Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176

165 South Main St.
Downtown B.G.

352-6395
~

Your parents have done a lot for you!
Now it's time to pay them backV*

October 9th, 10th & 11th
D.m. on October 9th & 10th
12p.m. on October 11th
Admission Only $2.00!
Olscamp 111

PARENTS OF THE YEAR!!!
INTERESTED? HERE'S HOW TO DO IT:
1) Write an essay with the topic "The most valuabe lesson I
learned from my parents/caregivers was..."
2) Turn in the essay to the UAO office (330 University Union)
by October 19, 1998 by 5:00pm
3) Pick up full rules in the UAO office

Sponsored by

The winning parents will be honored during Parents
Weekend (November 6-8) and will win great prizes
including tickets to the Manhattan Transfer concert!!!

Am
> 1

Sports ft

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

"^^^^.W

Falcons take history to Oxford
Game #5
BG (1-3,1-0 MAO)
vs.

J The Falcons have
won the past threestraight in Oxford.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

Miami (3-1,1-1 MAC)
kickoff 2 p.m. at
Yager Stadium
Broadcast on WBGU 88.1 FM
Pre-Game al 1 p.m.
with We* Van Autreve and Scott Teeto
BG New* Graphic/ SCOTT ZIMMER

Bowling Green is hoping history repeats itself Saturday.
The Falcons (1-3, 1-0 MidAmerican Conference) have a
nack for ruining the RedHawks
season. Over the past eight years,
BG owns a 6-1-1 record over
Miami and have won three
straight in Oxford.
The RedHawks (3-1, 1-1
MAC) are coming off a devastat-

ing 34-17 loss to Marshall. The
Thundering Herd remain undefeated in the MAC at 3-0.
Any chance Miami has of winning the East Division and a
MAC championship lies in the
hands of the Bowling Green
game.
Miami's offense is built
around tailback Travis Prentice.
The junior back has 674 yards
and five touchdowns rushing the
ball in four games for the RedHawks.
Bowling Green knows Prentice is the key with quarterback
Mike Bath struggling at 39.6
completion percentage with only
two touchdowns passing. After
coming off a strong defensive

performance against a running
team in Ohio, the Falcons feel
prepared for the RedHawk
offense.
On the defensive side, Miami
has one of the best and experienced defenses in the conference.
In the three RedHawk wins, the
team given up an average of 12.3
point per game.
Miami's total defense ranks
#1 in the conference, allowing
281 yards per game.
"When you come out of the
huddle you better find out where
#35 (Jojuan Armour) and #18
(Paris Johnson) are," coach Gary
Blackney said. "Because those
two are really big play people."

Murphy puts team
on a national level

□ Heather "The MAC
killer" Murphy adds
personality and intense
play to volleyball
team.
By MATT STEINER
The BG News

Three words sum up volleyball player Heather Murphy:
team, family and fun.
Murphy is in the middle of a
season that most people who
play organized sports dream of.
With a close knit, winning team
and national recognition for her
aggressive play, success has been
knocking on her door.
"We all get along great," Murphy said. "We work so well
together. I think that is really
important."

leads the MAC in that category.
Murphy is also climbing the
career lists at BG. She is seventh
all-time in kills (940), seventh in
attack attempts (2,748), and is
ranked ninth in digs (881). On
Wednesday she had her career
high in kills with 31.

Murphy has been playing
practically year round since the
seventh grade. From school
teams, to juniors, to volleyball
clinics, she has taken advantage
of every chance to play. Murphy
played varsity throughout high
school.

Since coming to BG, she has
started all but one of the matches
and has been honored several
times for her play. She has
received all-tournament honors
at several tournaments including
this year's Kaepa Invitational
(Chicago) and All Sport Challenge (Ann Arbor). Most recently, Murphy was named MAC
Scholar Athlete of the Week and
MAC Co-Offensive Player of the
Week on Oct. 5. On Oct. 3, she set
a BG school record for kills in a
thxee game match (29).

The highlight of her high
school career at Portage Central
in Portage, Mich, was her senior
season. She received all-state
honors and made the Michigan
"Volleyball Dream Team." But,
the season fell short of expectations when the top-ranked Central team lost to Kalamazoo Central in the district tournament.

She credits much of her success to her family.

The Falcons are off to a good
start this season. They are currently in second place in the MidAmerican Conference Eastern
Division at 4-1 and 11-7 overall.

"My family has played a big
part in where I'm at right now,"
Murphy said. "They have been
so supportive and travel to
almost every game. They traveled 10 hours to see us play in
West Virginia."

The latest NCAA statistics
show that Murphy is currently
ranked seventh in the nation
with 5.36 kills per game. She

Her love for the game of volleyball and her experience have
contributed to that success as
well.

BG looks for
All-Ohio win
□ The women's cross
country team is looking to continue the
climb the mountain.
By MARK WIESE
The BG News

"It was so disappointing,"
Murphy said. "We had a really
good team. We knew we had the
opportunity to win state."
Carrie Schonveld, a key player
for second ranked Penn State,
and Miami's Mindy Collins were
teammates of Murphy on that
Portage Central team. Murphy
was in the shadow of Schonveld
throughout high school. It wasn't
until she came to BG that she
stepped into the forefront.
On the court, it is evident by
her smiles and fist pumping that
Murphy plays to have fun. She is
a total team player. When first

BG New* Photo/ MATT DANN

Heather Murphy eyes the balll as she goes up for a kill.
informed about her lofty rankings for her individual stats,
Murphy was totally surprised
and said that it didn't matter as

long as the team was winning.
One of her goals is to use her
enthusiasm and play as an example for her teammates.

Netters continue season against Zips
□ BG's season continues Saturday againstthe Akron Zips.
By NICK HURM and
MATT STEINER
The BG News

HOCKEY

BG
atMiami
Friday/Saturday
WBGU 88.1
6:30 airtime
MikeRypel
Scott Szuch
BO l*«w* Graphic/ SCOTT ZOOfH

Get out the cheesy western
music because Anderson Arena
will be home to a showdown this
weekend.
The Bowling Green Falcons
(11-7 overall, 4-1 Mid-American
Conference) will defend their
undefeated home record against
Akron Saturday. They will also
be attempting to make it four
straight overall - their longest

streak of the season.
The Zips (7-6 overall and 4-1
in the MAC) are tied with the
Falcons for second in the MAC
East Division behind Miami.
Akron plays Miami tonight.
"Akron is a very good team,"
coach Denise Van De Walle said.
"Right now every match is so
important. It used to not be that
way. You knew that when you

BG sophomore quarterback
Ricky Schneider will lead an
offense that has produced nine
touchdowns over the past two
games. In four games for the Falcons Schneider is 32-of-57 for 389
yards and four touchdowns.
Schneider believes that much
of the offensive success in due to
the offensive line.
"The offensive line's done a
great job," Schneider said. "I
couldn't do anything without
them."
The emergence of tailback
freshman Godfrey Lewis will
give the Falcons a balanced
offensive attack. Lewis gained
191 yards and a touchdown last
Saturday against Ohio.

took the floor against certain
teams, it was an automatic win.
Right now whichever team is
executing well, whichever team
is on fire seems to be winning."
Both teams are coming off
their longest win streak of the
season. The two teams are
putting up the same numbers on
the court as well. Defensively;
both teams average over two

blocks a game and 18 digs. On
the attack, both the Zips and the
Falcons are slamming down over
15 kills per game. BG has a slight
edge in assists per game with 14
as compared to Akron's 13.3 per
game.
"I think this is going to need
to be a big blocking match for
us," Van De WaUe said. "They
are pretty aggressive at the net."

The All-Ohio Championships
in Delaware, Ohio is the next
stop for the Falcons, who are
competing for a bid to get into
the NCAA Championships.
The annual race in Delaware
will determine where the
women's cross country team
stands in the state of Ohio. Over
forty teams will be there competing with the Falcons.
The Falcons are getting to the
level where they need to be at
this point of the season. With
important meets coming up in
late October, BG is working hard
to keep their competitive level
high.
"We are making progress
every week," coach Steve Price
said. "The team is training hard
to get to their highest level."
BG needs to be at this level
with Ohio University and Miami
competing this weekend. The
Falcons won this meet last year
in fairly dominating fashion.
OU was the closest team losing
by twenty-three points.
The Falcons are looking to
repeat that performance this
year. OU still looks strong after
beating the Falcons earlier this
season.
"Our team is looking to beat
OU at this weekend's meet,"
BG's Angela Micheal said. "We
just need to go out and run a
hard race."
This will be one of the largest
meets the Falcons will be running this season.

leers tackle Miami in opener

□ The Bowling Green
hockey team opens its
30th season with two
games at Miami.
By DIANA EDELMAN
The BG News

Let the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association
games
begin.
Bowling Green will open its
season at Miami of Ohio today
and Saturday. Last season, BG
won two of the three games
against Miami 5-4 and 6-5.
Miami handed the Falcons a loss
at their home rink, the Goggin
Ice Arena, 8-2 The RedHawks
finished fifth in the CCHA (1914-4 overall, 14-12-4 CCHA).
Last weekend's 6-1 exhibition

win against Western Ontario
started the Falcons off positive,
but this weekend as the team
enters their first CCHA game,
things will be different.
"We are definitely playing a
better team," BG sophomore
assistant captain Doug Schueller
said. "CCHA versus Canadian
teams is a little different."
Things will be different for
Miami as well. The RedHawks
lost 11 players to graduation at
the end of last season, including
top point leaders Dan Boyle and
Tim Leahy, both of whom posted
40 points. They lost Adam
Copeland as well, who finished
the season out with 33 points.
Miami also graduated two of
their goaltenders. The lone goaltender returnee is junior Ian
Olsen who posted a 5-5-2 record.
"They play very hard with or

without the puck, and I don't
think that will change with the
changeover," BG coach Buddy
Powers said. "The freshmen
obviously might be making more
individual mistakes, but they
brought in pretty good players."
Key returning players for
Miami include junior Dustin
Whitecotton, who finished last
season with 32 points, sophomore Alex Kim and junior Gregor Krajnc, both recording 26
points.
BG freshmen Mark Barlow,
who injured his thigh in pre-season training, and Scott Hewson,
who injured his ankle before
reporting to camp, will take the
ice for their first collegiate games
this weekend. This weekend will
prove to be very different from
what the freshmen experienced
last weekend.

BG Newt Photo/ JASON SUGGS

The hockey foam practice* this week to prepare for Miami In
the opening of their CCHA schedule.
"1 expect a totally different
game," BG freshman Ryan Wetterberg said. "Playing Western
Ontario, we didn't really get a
taste of what play is going to be
like in the CCHA. This weekend
will be the tester."

*:>

In preparation for this weekend, the team worked on a number of different things during
practice. Powers addressed the
"foolish penalties" taken last
weekend against the Mustangs
as well as other things.
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Smith, Garrett hit strides right away
□ Two freshmen are
making a big impact on
the women's golf team.

have proved to be valuable assets
in the Falcon's quest to win the
Mid-American Conference tournament next spring.
In their first season of competition, their scores were at or near
the team lead for most tournaments. Garrett finished the year
with an average of 87.33 strokes
per 18 holes over nine rounds.
She was fifth on the team. Smith
averaged 84.64 over 11 rounds.
Only senior captain Heidi
Hansen took less swings.

By DAN NIED
The BG News
They are freshmen. Make no
mistake about it.
However, one would think
that Angel Garrett and Shannon
Smith were seasoned veterans by
the way they played in the fall for
the women's golf team.
Most freshman athletes struggle with adjusting their games to
the collegiate level and improving enough to help the team.
However, with almost no transition time, Garrett and Smith have
played big roles this season for
the Falcon golf program.

Shannon Smith uses the last of net range balls.

Q The Bowling Green
cross country team is
competing at the AllOhio meet this weekend.

"It was a great tournament for
the whole team," Garrett said.
"We all played strong. It was the
best tournament I had all season
so I was happy."

Sharp's freshman forecast was
a bull's eye. Garrett and Smith

"Everyone was excited about
the team's performance that

By KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News

"Our guys need to get out,
race it and compete like they
really want it," Martin said. "Our
pack time needs to be around 40
seconds for us to be in the thick
of things."
Another key to the Falcon's
success is to get out early in the
race. The race is sure to be tight,
and getting out to a comfortable
spot early is of paramount

importance

This weekend the golf course
in Delaware, Ohio will not just
be occupied by the nicely
dressed, overly-proper golfing
sect, but also by a motley crew of
cross country teams from all
across the state of Ohio.
The Falcons cross country
team is competing at the Alll ihio meet. They are running as a
full squad for the first time in
three meets.
This week. Bowling Green
scaled down their miles and ran
only one workout as well. The
team should be well-rested and
ready to compete on Saturday.
"The week of practice has
gone really well," BG junior runner Dan Flaute said. "We are all
well-rested and ready to go."
According to Coach Sterling
Martin, the team's key to success
is to race as a whole unit.

In addition to the Mid-American Conference teams that they
will be competing against, BG
will also be facing other Ohio
teams including Cincinnati — a
very formidable foe.
The team expects to finish in
the top five overall and have
their first three runners in the top
10 to 15 in the race.
The All-Ohio meet is their first
really important meet of the year,
and will put things in realistic
perspective for the Falcons as the
MAC Championship looms closer.
"This meet is important to the
team as a whole," senior co-captain Pat Carney said. "It will give
us the chance to see where we
stand compared to other top
teams. Many runners on our
team are from Ohio too, so this
meet is especially important to
them."

"They don't treat us differently because we are freshmen,"
Smith said. "We are just part of
the team. We are no different
from anyone else."
"We are one big happy family
here," Garrett said.
With their first season of college golf under their belts, Garrett and Smith look forward to an
off-season on improvement. Both
cited consistency as their main
problem.
"I've got too many peaks and
valleys," Garrett said. "My good
days are too far away from my
bad days. I need to work on playing on the same level every
round."

The highlight of the season for
both came at the Falcon Invitational, the only home tournament
of the season. Garrett and Smith
tied for the team lead. Both shot a
two-round score of 158.

"They are great," junior Shannon Sharp said before the season
began. "They should be effective
additions to this team."

Men's CC ready
for All-Ohio

Garrett and Smith are not
looked upon as freshmen by their
teammates.

"They've been a big factor in
our success," BG coach Kurt
Thomas said. "As freshmen, it
can be tough to get used to the
travel and level of play. They've
learned so fast. That makes their
play such a great surprise."

The
performance
and
demeanor of the two have drawn
praise from just about everyone
who has been around them.

BG News Photo/ TOD McCLOSKEY

weekend," Smith said. "The conditions were wet but we played
well. It served as a big confidence
booster and the highlight of our
season."

"My short game could use
some work," Smith said. "I need
to get better from 100 yards and
in."
They have three years to
BG New» Photo/ TOD McCLOSKEY
improve, however, they are getting the job done now.
Angel Garrett watches her drive fly away.

"Your Music Library"

Open 7 Days a Week
Doivntovun
Bowling Green & Findlay
SONY MUSIC NEW RELEASES

2
si

♦%V*

CO

uim
■uai »/MLJKiXTHM

c 2mwi

^

$g ■

ON
SALE
NOW!!

2(0
!*

munBirn funKMJ

$QQFF

OFF

OFF
EACH
ITEM

3

EACH
^™ ITEM

EACH

i '^fc^
ITEM
"
&*
i
On Purchase of 1 or more
On Purchase of 5 or more
Finders T-shirt or Sweatshirt.
regularly priced CD's,
i
regularly priced CD's,
Wear FINDERS shirt with any purchase
prerecorded cassetts or videos.
prerecorded cassetts or videos.
and receive $2 off regularly priced items.
i
Sale items excluded.
ANY DAY OF THE WEEK!
Sale items excluded.
i
EXPIRES 10/31/98
EXPIRES 10/31/98
EXPIRES 10/31/98
L
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE IN ANY AMOUNT.'!
7

<§>W££t£st ©ay personals

TobyHappy Sweetest
Day! I can't tell

Show your sweetheart how much you care with a Sweetest Day personal ad in The
BG News! We have a wide selection of artwork and styles for you to choose from.

you how happy I

am that we found
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad or call 372-6977 for more information.

1x3
$15.00

Its Bursarable!
These special Sweetest
Day ads will be published October 16.
Deadline is October 14.

2x2
(with picture
provided
by you)

$20.00

!>har£ what's in your heart
V

I

each other.

I

love,

-L
1 kov^ you
Marie!
Happy !>W(zeltz8l ©ay.

-Jack

|
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY OCTOBER 10,1998
12:00 i 12:30 1 1:00 1

1:30

1

2:00

2:30

3:00

1

3:30

1

4:00

1

4:30

1

5:00

S'M)

BROADCAST STATIONS
*wm

IB

©
©
CD
3D

Hang Times

Inside Stud

Lighter Side

Cleaning Mach

Pure Spin Wdg

Beautiful U

Origins-WoH

Victory Garden

Your House

This O'd House

Yankee Shop

Hometime: Base Am Woodshop ICootrmg Secret

Michigan

Northern E.pei

This Old House Yankee Shop

Homelime ::

Know Your Fire Jacques Pepin

HoMre-Wkihp

Think Fast It

Earth: Final Conflict

Xena: Warnor Princeu X

ILIVCI

PGA Golf taMMOiristonsric-

Cucina Amors

Hercules: Legendary Jrnys.

Horse Racing: Breeders
jvir.na Lund

Anyplace Wild

Nature Cats' (R) (In Stereo) X

Joy ol Painling

Brands Harris

New Garden

[Victory Garden

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game 3

III 001 Antiques

Natural History Collectibles

Natural History Collectibles

Movie: »•• -n«»iHixW"(i973.A()venli»e|Voic«olPelerU»rov.

MoYie:««'j "WarolfheBufloris"(t99AA4ier«ure)LiamCunn«i#»m. 1 Viper"Wrsegal"(InStereo)X

Marlm I

[Living Single S

CABLE STATIONS
UK Movie ... C>J.
COM Daily Show (R) lOaily Show (R!

ran* Gregory Peck

Movie: • •• "Soldier of Forturie"(1955) Clark Gable. [Movis>: "8arK/or"Anoers"(1957) A landowner saves a racially mixed slave from

Rowan Atkinson: Face

Movie: •• "Blame If on fto" (1983. Comedy) Michael Cane

Absolutely Fabulous "The Lasl Snout' (R)

Discovery News |Storm Warning! Myslery Univ.
Mystery Univ. [Discover Magazine "Sacrifice" |R) Shark Pod (R)
DSC Housesmsrt! |R|
ENC Movie: **• "The GreatRace i 1965) Tony Cunts iwodrrverstaketheir rivalry on the road. Movle:»« -*esi*eUs"(l985. Comedy) Dan Avkroyd (InStereo)
ESPN College Football: Indiana at Michigan Stale tLrvei
[HeathcliH
FAM Real Ghostbstrs Harveytoon
HBO

Video Diaries

HISI

Tales ol the Gun |R|

Weapons at War Smart Bomos"

Breakm' the Law (in Stereo)

sc

College Football Ak'on ai Kara

TLC
TNI

mm

[Bed Dog

Movie: Romeo a Jul e: 11996) Two youths I'om rival families share a doomed tove alia*

MTV

SCIFI

[Mouse-Monster [Eeklstravag.

Rain ot Steel (R)

Colteqe Gn:aay

Auto Racing ARCA Bondo Mar-Hyde Series - Witn-Orw 300.

MerNUUI

Monster Farm

Walter Melon

Lile Camera

Tracey Takes

Movie: »• MM City' (1997, Drama) John Travolta.'PG-13'X

Air Combat Combat Crew

[3 Friends. Jerry [Countdown (R) [Outrageous!

[Masters of War

To Be Announced
Views of Golf

11 OO.i Movie: Demon Cay"

Sliders Just Say Yes (in Stereo)

Home Again (R) jHome Again (R) MenTooUMHs

[Destination Golf [Tennis Nuveen Tour - Final Atlanta

Welcome to Paradoi Heneac" I Movle:i', "ivirhnineR<x*"(i996. Scence Fcton) Xander Berkekiy

[Men Toolbetts

"Firm Element"

Sworn to Secrecy (R|

To Be Announced

Myslery Science Theater 3000 (Ri

Home Savvy (R| [Home Savvy (R) Hometime: Suss [Hometime: Suite Home Again |R) [Home Again |R) Secret World of Miami (R)

Kovie: •• . "A Va" Called S'eoge (1971. Western) James Gamer

Movie: t«r* Support Your local ShenrW"( 1969) James Gamer

Movie: • •« "Support Your tcca/Gunfianrer"(t971) James Gamer.

Cartoon Planet [Waynebead

Beettejuice

Addams Family [Addams Family [Addams Family [Addams Family

[Road Rovers

[Freakaioidl

j 2 Stupid Dogs

USA

Movie: **'r Havana 11990) Robert ReoTofd A gambler beo/^ instq aflaa .v'h a Cuban revolutionary X

VHl

Top 10 Countdown Top 10 Us (P' [Behind the Music (R) (si Stereo)

SATURDAY
1 6:00 1

6:30

1

7:00

1

7:30

News X

ER -• ndPin'

[Heart Disease

News.?

!

8:00

i

■< ■

ffi
ffi
fit

Austin City Limits (R) (In Stereo)

Lawrence Welk: World

Ballykissangel "Baliykissangel"

no

Trevors-Europe [Travels-Europe

Lawrence Welk; World

Great Railway Journeys X.

ffi

Maior League Baseball Playoffs

V.I.P. (In Stereo)

Cope ■'Atlanta"

[NBC News

9:00

Cfi

..5 00) Natural History Collectibles
Home Improve

1 10:00 1

[Number Ones

10:30 1 11:00 1

Detalco

News I

Movie: Pettier

ans or Red Sox vs Yankees or Rangers

World ol ANTZ

News It

Sat. Night L>ve

Kings on the Hill (In Stereo!

Larry Doby

New Red Green Sessions st West 54th (In Stereo)

Keeping Up

Keep."" UP

' v.ailr- Testa Ranger (In Stereo)

X-Files "Unrune" (In Stereo) X

DISC

Future of Crime Fighting 1R1
Movie: •• tone Wo« McOuade

FBI Files HjmanP'ey'lR

#*'T

[Nam]

"Aajney From Home 1 i5a Comafljjrj DM Msni

Rowsn Atkinson: Face

Comedy Hour:

Wild Discovery Brother Wort" (R)

Blast Fores (R)

Maher

BH

[Horns improve.

Patti LaBelle Live! One Night Only

ENC
[College Football Louisiana Stale al Florida, live: X ;
ESPN Senior PGA Golf
Movie:..'. Merry Mission The Rescue o'f»o«77r(i993. Drama)
FAM Movie: • •'> "Anything;: Survtve'(1990 Drama) Robert Conrad

South Park (Ri

[Viva Variety |R|

RmoerwtNN

College Gamemght

Movie: •• Ki5srheOis'(i997 Suspense: Morgan Freeman R S

John Leguizamo's Freak (In Stereo) X

History's Crimes 8 Trials iR

History's Crimes A Trials |R

History's Crimes & Trials (Ri

History s Crimes A Trials (RI

MTV

Breakm' the Law (Ri (In Stereo)

Real World X

Road Rules iR) [Road Rules |R|

Celebrity Death [Cartoon Sushi

Lovelrne Blink 182 (R) (In Stcec

Movie: >• 'Wasier (1997. Science FirJonj Ba -narar Sa*j I
World's Greatest Escape Artists

Trauma Center

Greatest Martial Artist

Movie: *'i "Dragons FoTeveY"(l9e8. Adventure) Jackie Chan.

Medium

Acme Hour

Deep Dish **
Pepperoni

VH1

Pop-Up Video

1

THURSDAY

Mystery Science Theater 3000 i R i

Movie: **'> Rumble in the 6rcm"( 1995. Adventure) Jackie Cnan

Movie: ■* 'fleoarrjrir;Henn/"(l991.Drama)HarrisonFad. BillNunn X La Femme Nikita NewRegme fi The Net'Go L*e You Know'I

SUNDAY OCTOBER 11,1998
I 12:00 1 12:30 i 1:00

WUn»iOi| CatnaQ*

ScoobyDoo and the Ghoul School

USA

[Behind the Music Snana Twan"

I Escape! A "

College Football Pac-tO Game •• Teams to Be Announced (Live)

|Racmg Report jCollege Football B.g 12 Game - Teams lo Be Announced (Live)
SC Links ;Ri
SCIFI Mystery Science Theater JOOO (R Movie:* > "fVetr»rworlo-(1991. Horror) Michael Bendetli
TLC Secret World of Beauty Pageants Secret World ol Supermodels .fl! Trauma Center

Rock-Roll Jeo

1:30

1

[Rock-Roll Jeo

2:00

1

Aock-AosUso.

2:30

1

[Rock-Roll Jeo.

3:00

1

3:30

Sins ol the City (in Stereo) X

Silk Stalking* 'Sins of the Mother"

Rock-Roll Jeo.

Rock-Roll Jeo.

1

[Rock-Roll Jeo

4:00

1

4:30

1

CD
ffi

m

ffl
«D
CD
CD
3D

NFL Football -".-.

GaryPinkel

Gary Blackney

Mone. • • . tws'Fnends

Momes-Owne-

TBA

FKing: Imceach

Editors

Scientific American Frontiers X

IWooOwnghl

'982 Comedyi Bun Reynolds

'Olympic Go'd

5:00

1

Am. Woodshop This Old House [Home Cooking

Foi NfL Sunday 'In Stereoi I

[PaidProgram

[Paid Program

Legendary Lighthouses ■ ■

MM In BasaM

McLaughlin

S"-mqN.-"CV

Lawrence Welk: WorW

Market-Market

Great Desserts [Christina Cooks America Sews

NFL Football Carolina Pantne's at Dallas Cowboys From Texas Stadium (In Stereo Lrvel J

i ■' X] Attic Auction

Major League Soccer Conference Semifinal •• Teams to Be Announced
Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game 5
[McLaughlin

NFL Postgame

Movie: • Mage m the Minor Fowl Play" (1996)

[Home Improve.

Haslthweek X

[Breakthrough

AMC (ii45 Movie: t i Pamsti (1961. Drama) Troy Donahue I

Movie:*** 'CcvTwb^3wr'r»rHyn"(l963.Corriec)y)Frar*S'iatra.

Man Who Cried Father and son go on the road

COM Movie: ••» 1rreconcriar*Difrererices"(irjw.Comedy)RyanO'Neal
Strange-True
DISC Storm Warning! Discovery News Into Unknown

Young Comedians

Aspen Comedy Festival (R)

Young Comedians (R)

Comics Corns Home (Ri

WsastarProo(?lR)

Top Secret R Pan lot 31

Hard Time (R)

Street Medics .R)

ENC
ESPN (11-00) Sunday NFL Countdown
FAM RealGhostbstrsiHaiveyloon

[Bad Dog

[3 Friends. Jerry [Pea-wee Play.

NASCAR

Senior PGA Goll

Outrageous'

Show-Funny

Monster Farm

[Walter Melon

|Movie: «* "Quicks**' (1986. Drama: KewiBacon (InSteteo) PG'X

HBO

(11 30) Movie: turner die Spy" X Movie: ••• ScroooscT|i9e8. Comedy)B*Munay F«-t3'I

MakingotMen

(II 00) Movie: Cockleshell''

Dream Machines

MTV

Road Rules (fi) (In Stereo)

Road Rules f-

Road Rules (R)

Road Rules (R) [Road Rules |R|

Road Rules R

Spontuhmg

Sportsman

Sporls/Heaiih

SponsMealili

PBA Bowling Senior Tour

Women's College Volleyball Oregon at Washington ( HI

Women's College Volleyball

New Edge (fi)

WsbiR

CoolTschlR)

Flash muhtxiv So ha 1

Movie: ei*

Movie: •« "HaMa/"|!997)I

Han vs Microbes W

Amazing Science K :R)

SCIFI C-Net Central
TLC Home Savvy B
TNT

Dream Machines: Hartey

Oream Machines "Sports Cars

Homa Savvy (R) Extreme Science P

rn the Heat ol the Night Grow OW V«h Me" (In Stereo) I

TOON r*ew Scooby Doo Movies

Beebaiuice

;'100)Movie: VaieO& Cent "

VH1

(' 1 00) Movie: •• i "il*wnwa*er" Video Firsts Early and mrye recent videos Irom music arhsis (In Stereo) Pop-Up Video

PUT

t u-;« (1991) A pnvate nvesbgator seeks a clumsy heiress

i

6:30

I

7:00

I

7:30

|

8:00

I

8:30

|TouchedT^nTvj!r(ln(
O) Ja^JHBI '60Minutes "
[ABC Wld News Movie: Noah "(1998. Comedy-Cramai Tony Danzt Wallace Shawn
ffi Nsws I

ffi
CD

Fantastic
FRIDAY

$

12

Lg. 1-toppaig.
10 Wings.
8Brsads«de.
2cansolpop

Weekender*
•FRI./SATJ5UN.
4Ls \<argPtaaT20
eLgttttrqFtaas^O
Addl Lo ■-roppngnzasH

Dream Machines Oream Cars
Road Rules iR

Road Rules (R)

The w ol the IVnite Worm "(1988) Amanda Donohoe
Arrnnng Science R

Hocvn Hood"

Dream Machines: "Italian Style"

[Tai-Mania

Movie: •• Gnosi Dad" (I9S0. &marjy) Bill Cosby (In Stereo) X
[Pop-Up Video

Size shown: 2 column x 2" = $20
Size not shown: 1 column x 3" = $15

Road Rules (Ri [Road Rules IRI

Super Laser (R)

Movie: fTht Prasckx"(1985. Drama) Jackie Chan. Danny A*ik>
Taz-Mania

Send a special message for all the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!

Bugs Bunny A Daffy
Movie: •• "0eeinoven"|i992i t.

[Pop-Up Video

|Pop-Up Video

I

I 10:06 1 10:30 | 11:00 |

Top 10 Countdown Top 10 hits. (fi|

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
ITS BURSARABLE
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 NEWS

BG

5.5. ££££££££•£&•££•£&£££

SUNDAY
I 6:00

PD

[Roadfiules(R)

Super Friends

[Godzilla

USA

Movie:

Hot Rods" (Hi

Movie: ••• "Legiiese"(i99e. Dramal James Gamer (In Stereo) X

[Addams Family Road Rovers

Add l Topping SJ.00

-Jana and Megan

jk

IMcnrleieee'i "AP*vsaoefolridia"(i984.Drama)JudyDavs. ViciwBaner«e (inSiereo)

Auto Racing NASCAR Wriston Cup - Wrtston Select 500. From Taladega Superspeecway .
[Mouse-Monsler [Esk'stravag

2-Large Pizzas »11

sc

Large \J
1-item

"We love you
guys!"

(Great Romance

HIST

SC

I

Movie:** HarryandSon"(i9B4.Drama)PauiNewman.X

rMsirMHI

Add! Topping St.SO

IJtjs.CIJ.ll Mm

Movie: *'i "tmpoe Recotos (1995. Comedy-Drama) Antnony LaPaglia [Movie: *»'i Xommurvon"(1989. Suspense)Cbnstc*tfier Waken

CABLE STATIONS

('125 Movie: ••'. losrin rankers'(1993)1

2-Medium Pizzas'9

' , Happy 21st
K! Birthdays!

Nova (Season Premeie) (In Stereo)

[Figure Skating Grand Slam ot International Skating

Collectible Knives

Add! Topping SI 00

WILD
WEDNESDAY

Display Personals

5:30

■••■..

PGA God Mchek* Champenshe - Fmal Round (Live) X

»7

[Rock-Roll Jeo.

NFL Football Denver B

Toledo Storm

^J

WH tluvav Or* • 'arfw. Or*

BROADCAST STATIONS
m. Today X

4

Hand-tossed ■
pepperoni

Movie: .• 'Wh« My PrrMtyCbeSWpsti997) Connie Seaetxa X

2 for TUESDAY
2-Small Pizzas

$

,r

[ Sport scenter IL

History Undercover |R)

[Pop-Up Video

MONDAY

New Detectives "Mind Hunters (R)

(5.451 Movia: ••• "The Firm EWwT 11997) Bruce Willis PG-13 X

TNT Movie: tea "legaiese' (1998. Drama) James Gamer. (In Stereo) I
TOON Addams Family [Adders* Famtty [Ohoets fJcoefay |r%*«rjnes X

WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS' COUPONS FOR LIKE PRODUCTS « SERVICES

Movie: ee'r -The Boys n Comr»m/C'!l978. Drama) Stan Shaw. I

HISI

[Real World X

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

1

Young Comedians (R)

HBO

: Secrets ot World War II P

Open Early
Open Late

New York Undercover (In Stereo)

Movie: ». "Or Gottoot and me Girt Bombs (1966)

Justice Files C-ty Money'

Movie: •• Ham/and Son i:984 Drama) Paul Newman X

1983 Adventure'Chuck Norns

6 3 4 2
1616 E. WOOSTER
GREENWOOD CENTRE

Mad TV i m Stereo) X

CABLE STATIONS
Movie:

353-MEGA

Showbiz Collection

Showbn Collection

[Home Improve. INHL Hockey DefM Red Wings at' oronlo Maple leafs. From Map* Lea'Garwr.s Live)

AMC Movie: «•• "The Three Musketeers'(1974) Oliver Reed, ktchael York
Young Comedians :P
CCM Bob-Margaret [Critic

DOMINO'S PIZ.ZA

11:30

News!

-

America s Most Wanted

|Cops |P) X

[Rock'n'Roll

- s." Heaven

Martial Law ~

ALCS Prsgame

3)

9:30

Ameries's Funniest Homa Videos Fantasy Island .V=S'W—, 'Cur>o -■■.-

College Football
News I

[ScoobyDoo

Movie: tte'i FnedGieen romaroes'(i99i)FannieFlagg'staleollriendsnprjeweenAiarjamawcmen X

8:30

Early Edition A Her
Siskel 1 Ebert

ScorbyDoo

[Legends "Steve Ray Vaughan" (R) Behind the Music "Kenh Moon" (R)[Legends "The Doors" (In Stereo)

1 BROADCAST STATIONS

or

[Mystery ol the Crop Circles (R)
|Movie: . 'rheStup«Js"(i996.Comedy)TomAmold

Mayor League Baseball Playoffs

I
X

Datekne (In Slereo) X

9:00

9:30

li-.ji) \

MowAASrnagec7ccJ»*ri«inc»*(t9»

Newsl

ER In

'Ono I

News 1

Siskel t Ebert

Newsl

Pensacola-Wing

[Practice "Body Count' (m Slereo)

Movie: Crm and Punisrvnenr(l99ll. Drams) Palrek Dempsey X

Lawrence Weft: World

Composers' Specials in Stereo)

Nature "Great WNte Bear s:

MasMtptaca Theatre "Kng Lear (Season Promote) (In Slereo) I

Mont, o.lho'i

Tony 8rown

ReligKin-Ethics

Natural World 1 Natural World i: Nature Great WNe Bear" X

Masterpiece Theatre "Kng Lear" (Season Prr-iere) (In Slereo) X

Myslaryl: Evil

Friends 1

Wodd-Funniest Major League Beasts* Hayotls: NLCS Game 4 - Braves or Cuts vs Astros or Padres

03

Semleld 1

ffi
ffi

IS 00) CoHectiWe Knives

Gemslones

7 Days "Peat" (Series Premiere) (In Stereo) X

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine X

AMC

Movie ... Van Without a SW (1955. Western!

X Fries Hem e (in Stereo) X

s.

±

5.

s

Tesas Ranger

Gemstonee iLett in Progress)
[New York Undercover iln Slereo) |NawsI

[Sports Xtra

Home Improve

[Transition

■ CABLE STATIONS
COM Young Comedians ■1
DISC Casino ft
ENC

Movie: ••

[Behind-Screen

The«JWryZorro"(19*).Acki«)rilure)TyronePower

[Movia:•*. "n«ino»r8ay"(t953. ArJvenlure)JamesStewart

Movie ... i"econcrU0¥ Dflerences (I98t. Comedy, Ryan ONeal

Aspen Comedy Festival (fi)

[Daily Show (R) 1 Upright Crlitan

Hi* Hosiers Vega, a

Wad Discovery: Crocs

Wrtnsss Protection Program

Justice Files "Dirty Money (R|

rheBeoTord/nciOe«'(l965. Dramal RicnardWidrna*.

ESPN Senior PGA Gorl

Movie •••'.

Young Comedians (R)

[Sportscenter

[NFL Primetime

[Manhunters; The U.S. Marshals

Movie: ..'i "aar/JYr(l983.ftama)toreiHrjm«ig»rsy X

NFL Football Atlanta Falcons at New York Ganis. From Guns SurJum (Live) X

FAM

Movie •• "The Ntghtot me T*iste>s"V9K Dramal John SavieirJer X Movie: 'Eartf!guaW.iAw*Yor«-<i998 Suspense)GregEwjan.I

HBO

'5 Xi MovH: -Rotm Hood"

Move fllenr Back" (19971 Tommy Lee Jonas "PG-t3" I

HIST

Dream Machines Italian Style

Great Ships

MTV

Road Rules P

SC

■omen's College VoUeyDell

•< A ■ :•,»earners" Tales ol the Gun "The Mi 6

To Be Announced

[Movie: **'i "UsedCars'11960 Comedy) Kurt Russell. Jack Warden
Sportscerrler «

[Mov.'l: 'Y^irumi>o'ftrrieYf*/rSha*sryGn!y(i»M^ eterFa* X

Janet Jackson: The Vstvet Rope (In Slereo Lrvel
Sworn lo Secrecy "Super Guns"
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Into the mild
After reading the blisteringly
tragic best seller Into The Wild,
an account of a young man's
refusal of society and his subsequent disappearance into a life
of hitchhiking, poverty and selfreliance, I mentally reflected
upon whether any of us wellfed, mostly suburban college
kids could last out in uninhabited territory, forsaking a life of
privilege to wander among the
destitute.
This book moved me so
much, I daydream! of a survival
test, an ultimate challenge of
sorts that any one of us could
do to test our mettle against the
great forsaken wilderness of
America.
Of course, the land of Northwest Ohio is not so conducive
to such near-realities. And, I tiringly reflected again, the closest
thing most of us have ever had
so far in our lives resembling
risk was when we chose to buy
a bottle of strawberry Yoo-Hoo
in the eighth grade instead of
the regular chocolate kind. So, I
went to the one place deserving
enough of an exam of modern
manhood. I went to the mall.
Be brave, Dear Reader, for I
did not know whether I would
go insane, starve to death, or
never be heard from again. (My
obituary, I imagined, would
have nothing kind to say about
my life, save a few acquaintances acknowledging my fashion sense and impeccable dental
hygiene.)
I parked my mother's gray
Honda Civic outside a rather
hoity-toity department store
near the entrance of the (at least
for this article's sake) nameless
paragon of consumer virtue. It
was 8 a.m. Seeing that the mall
had yet an hour to open, I mentally prepared myself for the
rigors of living off the land by
loudly singing along to my sister's cassette copy of Abba
Cold, which drew numerous
stares from elderly mall walkers
and large-haired housefraus.
But I soldiered on nonetheless.
The entrance, an odd glassencased ridge of revolving
doors, prepared me for the oddities in the store itself. Figures
which looked human but were
decidedly not seemed to be
wearing clothes. I felt sorry for
these poor creatures, what with
their fiercely oblong plastic
heads denying both gravity and
God, and their painted features
permanently fixed to an eerie,
preternatural gaze. 1 continued
on, but was accosted by an evil
witch dressed in black, spraying
vile odors upon my face. She
sweetly said, "Would you like
to try Obsession For Men?" But
oh, Dear Readers, she was evil.
Dazed, I woke up three
hours later in the dressing room
of a fashionable store, seemingly in business solely to service
perfect-looking boys and girls
in matters concerning attire.
Their perfectness led me to
come to the notion that malls
are nothing but breeding centers for a new Aryan race, to be
outfitted in Tommy Hilfiger
shirts and Eddie Bauer slacks. I
ran from the mall screaming in
terror, but not before I picked
up a Chick-Fil-A sandwich and
a frozen yogurt.

New Music & Art
Festival concerts
"Composer to Composer: A Dialogue
with Anthony Davis"
will be presented at 9
a.m. today In Bryan
Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
BGSU faculty member Donald
M. Wilson will moderate the discussion. The event Is part of the
19th annual New Music & Art

Reviews of new albums by
U.N.K.L.E., Soul Coughing
and The Chemical Brothers
in the Sound Parade

James Eldred reviews the
computer-animated "Antz,"
featuring Woody Allen and
Sharon Stone

NEW MUSIC
►*- N-2

MOVIE REVIEW
►»- N-2
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'Soul of Africa' comes to Toledo
By NATALIE FLICKINGER
The BG News

T

he Toledo
Museum of ^^^^j

center for cultural
education throughout the next few months.
The museum will be featuring
an African art exhibit entitled
"Soul of Africa" that will be
shown from Oct. 23 through January 3,1999. The exhibit will feature an assortment of African art
that was gathered by collector
Han Coray.
Coray, who among many
things was an art dealer, gallery
director and collector, assembled
one of the first, and most important collections of African art in
his native home of Switzerland.
Originally, his collection had
about 2,000 pieces. He believed
in contemporary artists such as
Picasso, Modigliani and Braque
who proved, as does African art,
that not all art had to be of the
Western tradition.

The collection itself features
objects that depict many aspects
of African life. Promotional
materials describe the collection
as powerful, spiritual, sensual,
royal, dignified and ceremonial.
The exhibit will
feature ceremonial
masks,
figure:s, '
household effects,
royal culture art and
power figures. Each
item provides a better
view of what everyday
life is like in Central and
Western Africa. The art
is very functional—
each piece was made
with an intention for
use, whether it was for
a ceremony, royal families or a common house
hold tool.
"There are approximately
125 pieces on display," said
Nadine Smith, Community
Liaison for the museum. "The
people will see the breadth and
depth of Africa. They get the feel
of the people who made it."
Smith also noted that this is

Spike Lee
rescheduled
The BG News
Spike
Lee,
the influential
director of such
films as Do the
Right Thing and
He Got Game,
has been rescheduled to lecture
at the University.
Lee, originally booked to
speak on Oct. 15 in Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, is tentatively
planned to come in late November or early December.
Following the speech, a reception will be held for invited student groups and faculty members.
According to Dawn Mays,
director of student activities, Lee
had to reshoot some scenes for
his upcoming film, tentatively
titled Summer of Sam, and couldn't make the Oct. 15 date.
Mays is currently compiling a
list of possible organizations to
sponsor the speech. So far,
money has been requested from
such groups as the Graduate
Student Senate and the Resident

Festival at the University.
The Festival continues with a
free concert at 10:30 a.m. In
Kobackcr Hall. The concert will
feature an array of solo and
chamber music by Burton Beerman. Margaret Brouwer. Davtd
Burdlck and Karl Korte.

The 1998-99 Annual Festival
Series opens with Bang on a
Can All-Stars in concert at 8
p.m. in Kobackcr Hall. The performance will feature "Music for

Student Association.
The idea for the lecture originally came from the Contemporary Issues Committee of the
University Activities Organization (UAO).
"They thought it would be a
good idea to bring him in,"
Mays said, since the University
has a film committee and a
department of popular culture.

e Victor Malafronte Photo*
Spike Lee it currently reshooting scenes for his upcoming
film.

Airports" by Brian Eno. as well
as works by David Lang. Steve
Reich and Julia Wolfe.
Tickets are priced at S32.
$25 and SI6. $5 Rush tickets
are available today for students.

"On the Road"
exhibit at FAC
"On the Road: Art
Cars." an exhibition
of actual cars, a collection of 48 photographs and two
videos of cars that
have been transformed Into
works of art, will open at 6 p.m.
today In the Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery in the Fine Arts
Building and the Forum of the

the first time the collection has
toured -the United States. The
Toledo Museum of Art is the
exhibit's second stop while it is
in the U. S.
The diverse collection is a
peephole into a culture that mystifies so many. It is hard to
understand another country's
rituals and everyday activities
when there is no reference
point. That is what this
exhibit intends to do; educate people on something
unfamiliar and show how
beautiful another culture's lifestyle can
seem.
The
collection
includes
articles
that the ancient
African
royals
used.
These
items, such as
thrones, figures
and masks all
bring to life the spirit of
what the "soul of Africa" truly is.
One of the more ornate art forms
that will be displayed is the
African mask. These masks are

decorated lavishly and
were used in
celebrations,
ceremonies
and
rituals.
Perhaps
the
most significant
aspect is that these
items were not
made to be art.
"These
are
everyday objects
that are meant to
be used," Smith
said. "They're not
intended to sit on a
shelf."
In
conjunction
with the exhibit, the
museum will also be
offering dozens of programs that will touch
on aspects of African
life. These programs
are
designed
to
enhance the visitor's
enjoyment of the collection.
Among /,,
these
programs
there will be lectures, slide shows,

minars and performances.
^_
Two of the performances include a ballet,
"Pangols," presented
by a premier African
dance company called
"Le Ballet National du
Senegal," on Friday Oct.
23. On Friday, Nov. 20,
an African Cuisine
Demonstration
and
Tasting will be held to
introduce the many
different types of
African food.
Ticket information and program
times can be found
on the museum's
website at: information@toledomuseum.org, or by calling
the toll-free information line at (800) 6446862.
Photos provided
Right: Mask banda,
Nalu. Guinea Mlssau.
Left: Mother and
Child, Kongo
(Yombe), Republic ot
Congo.

Hollow 'Dreams' boasts
stunning special effects
By JOHN WENZEL
The BG News

True love, the topic
of all topics in popular entertainment, is
again given its due in
the new film What
Dreams May Come.
Oscar-winner Robin Williams
plays Chris Nielsen, an amiable
pediatrician with a lovely wife
(Annabella Sciorra) and two
lovely children (Jessica Brooks
Grant and Josh Paddock).
One fateful day, his children
die in a car accident, plummeting his wife into a deep depression. Four years later, Chris is
killed in another freak accident,
which only worsens his wife's
condition until one day, she kills
herself too.
Chris, meanwhile, is up in
heaven, learning what it's like to
create his own reality through
the power of his thoughts. His
guide and only friend is Albert
(Cuba Gooding Jr.), another
familiar soul in Chris's life that
encourages him to accept his
present state and obey the naturSaddlemire Student Services
Building.
An art car created by University students and area residents
during a workshop on campus
led by art car master David Best
will be part of the show. This
free event, which is also part of
the 19th annual New Music &
Art Festival, will continue
through Nov. 5.

Poets to read at
Saddlemire
Nuyorican poets
Pedro Pietri and
Willie Perdomo will
read at 9:30 p.m.
Saturday in the Forum of the
Saddlemire Student Services

Photo provided
Robln Williams (left) and Annabella Sciorra rumble through the poorly constructed, visually entertaining What Dreams May Com*.

,il laws by not trying to find his
wife.
Chris, however, senses that
there are no boundaries in the
afterlife, so he sets off on a journey to hell in an attempt to find
and save his wife's soul—all in
the name of love.
Through a series of flashbacks, we see the events leading
up to Chris's death, the institu•*- See DREAMS, page N-3

building. Pietri founded the
Nuyorican poetry movement,
which chronicles the forging of a
new identity for a community
participating in two distinct cultures. The author of the book of
poetry "Puerto Rican Obituary."
he also has written and performed a number of plays.
Perdomo. among the
youngest generation of the poetry movement, is the author of
the book "Where a Nlckle Costs
a Dime." This event is part of
the 19th annual New Music &
Art Festival.

BGSU Theatre
season continues
Those That Play the Clouins is
Michael Stewart's amusing look

What Dreams
May Come
Woodland MaH Cinema 5
Starring: Robin Williams, Annabella Sciorra, Cuba Gooding Jr.
NOW says: Amazing visuals,
embarrassing plot

• •"*
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at the lives and circumstances of a
traveling band of
actors as they head
toward immortality
through their brief appearance
in Hamlet.
The play will be performed at
the Joe E. Brown Theatre at 8
p.m. Oct. 14-17 and at 2 p.m.
Oct. 18. Admission is $4. For
ticket reservations call 3722719.

Troupe auditions
Auditions for the 1999 Treehouse Troupe, a touring theatre
company which presents plays
for children, will be held at 7
p.m. In 400 University Hall on
Oct. 12 and at 4 p.m. on Oct.
13. Call 372-7179 for more info.

!
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The Chemical Brothers:
Brother's Gonna Work it Out
1998 - AstralwerKS (Freestyle Dust)

Now that The Chemical Brothers are
Grammy award-winning, million-selling
artists, it's easy to forget that they started off
as DJ's.
They went under the name The Dust
Brothers, which they later had to abandon
since it was already taken by the LA. producers of Paul's Boutique. Most of their earlier sets utilized beats from Kenny Dope,
Renegade Soundwave, Meat Beat Manifesto
and Unique 3. They could barely mix their
own beats, but the sound they started at
raves was euphoric and mesmerizing. Today,
the Brothers can more than mix their own
beats, they can mix others'. They still know
how to do that D] thing too.
Their latest release. Brother's Gonna Work it
Out, is exactly that: the Chemical Brothers
working out some mad fresh beats—DJ style.
Their sound has moved from the small, intimate clubs to proper amphitheaters and
headphones of altema-ravers. But this summer they went back into the night club
world, doing DJ gigs and remixing some of
their favorite songs. The product is a raw
album of mixes and B-sides from their previous albums.
Taking tracks from artists like Willie
Hutch, Unique 3, Spiritualized and The Dubtribe Sound System, as well as many others,
they "work out" all of the tracks to create a
club-like feel for the record. There are 23
tracks, subdivided into five songs, but they
all flow into one bowl of shaking Jell-O.
A highlight in the record is a remix of the
Chemical Brother's own song, "Not Another
Drug Store." With lyrics by Justin Warfield, it
emanates a heavy progression between hiphop and techno. With Warfield rapping
amongst hypnotic chemical beats, you tend
to lose yourself in it.
The album as a whole will stand the test of
time. The Chemical Brothers created a fury
of sounds on one record, and they're'all completely different form their "studio" albums.
However, this isn't a live album by any
means. It's more like an alive album that has
a pulse. Bass beats for heart and the record
scratches for blood—the album functions
like an organism.
A mix album like this is timeless, not just
a statement about what they were listening
to this summer. Brother's Gonna Work it Out is
an album that we will pull out and study ten
years from now. It will be a cultural artifact
that should speak volumes for the evolution
of dance music.
-Michael Planicka

Fighting Gravity: You and
Everybody Else
1998 - Mercury Records

After 12 years of struggling and five previous releases (issued under their independent label BOB), Fighting Gravity has a new
album and a new record deal.
Fighting Gravity formed in May 1986 at
Virginia Tech. Three of the band members,
David Triano (guitar), Mike Boyd (drums)
and David Peterson (bass) started writing
songs and touring local colleges. By 1988, the
threesome decided to drop out of school and
move to Richmond, Virginia. Here they finished their education and discovered the
fourth member of their band, singer Schiavone McGee, stacking records at the local
record store.
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The band is no stranger to hard work.
Since their inception, they've performed
thousands of shows, mainly at colleges along
the East Coast, and have sold an average of
150,000 independently released CD's, not to
mention the fact that they can get up on
stage for three hours and play over one hundred original songs, (written mostly by Triano and Peterson). Finally, in May of 1997,
their hard work paid off in the form of a
record deal with Mercury.
Their sixth record, You and Everybody Else,
is ska with a light, upbeat sound. This is part
of the reason they're considered such a great
live band—they create a comfortable atmosphere and encourage crowd participation.
Once the crowd gets into it, the band starts to
feel even more relaxed and performs even
better.
The first few tracks on You and Everybody
Else are somewhat melancholy. "Wait for
You" and "Bend the Light" seem to be love
songs, with the former being the sadder of
the two, especially in the last verse: "Is there
any greater fear today than that of thinking?
So let the broken understand."
As listeners get further into the album.
Fighting Gravity begins to resemble Barenaked Ladies with faster-paced instruments
and lyrics. This is especially apparent in
"Lost in the Rain." It's a faster song, and the
combination of traditional rock instruments
with the occasional saxophone makes you
want to get up and dance.
Overall, You and Everybody Else is fun and
easy to listen to.
-Cara DiSalvo

Soul Coughing: El Oso
1998-Slash/Wamef Bros.

Soul Coughing continues to experiment and
change the standard pop song, people will
still care and still listen.
-Kevin Neudecker

'Antz' appeals
to kids, adults

U.N.K.L.E.:
Psyence Fiction
1998-Mo Wax/London

U.N.K.L.E. is a collaboration between two
of the most widely respected and sought
after DJ/remix artists in the music business,
James Lavelle and DJ Shadow.
1 .avoile is the founder of Mo Wax Records,
and has done remixes for and toured with
The Verve and Radiohead, to name a few. DJ
Shadow's 1997 debut album Endtroducing
has set the standard for a DJ style album. The
collaboration between the two, along with
guests Mike D, Thorn Yorke, Richard
Ashcroft, James Hetfield and Kool G Rap
among others, is nothing short of a recorded
marvel.
The name of the album, Psyence Fiction, is
an apt title because it seems that only in
another universe could an album like this be
made. The songs run the gauntlet of human
emotion and are assaults on the collective
mind and body. At one point it can make
your body shake and in a second stab you
through the heart with its poignancy. The
album is amazingly adept at containing various musical styles without ever losing its
continuity.
The album contains the drum 'n bass,
heavy, full-assault rap songs like "Guns
Blazing (Drums of Death Part 1)" and "The
Knock (Drums of Death Part 2)," that evokes
the more hard-edged days of rap. The latter
features Mike D of the Beastie Boys on
vocals. If you're not a rap fan, do not be discouraged; there are so many more layers to
come on this record. These songs stimulate
the senses and make the quieter, more emotional aspects of the album even more powerful and impressive.
There are elements of trip-hop throughout
the album, especially on tracks "Bloodstain"
and "Chaos," both with beautifully delivered vocals by Atlantique. These songs
appear in stark contrast to the attacking
nature of the rap influenced songs, but they
are not out of place on this record.
The album reaches its emotional peaks
with two songs from guest vocalists that are
among the most passionate in music today.
The result is two of the best songs recorded
this year. The first is "Lonely Soul" with
Richard Ashcroft of The Verve on vocals. The
nine-minute opus is an insight into
Ashcroft's fractured pysche, and DJ Shadow
and James Lavelle do a perfect job of matching the isolation and desperation in
Ashcroft's voice to their music. The second is
"Rabbit in Your Headlights" with Thorn
Yorke of Radiohead on vocals. The haunting
piano and the slow escalation of the drums
provide the soundtrack for Yorke's anxiety
ridden vocal delivery.
On Psyence Fiction, DJ Shadow and James
Lavelle adapt to the musical stylings of each
of their guest stars without stretching the
boundaries of their abilities. Instead they are
stretching the boundaries of modem music.
■Kevin Neudecker

Soul Coughing's lead singer, M. Doughty
appears to be suffering from some type of
writer's block on the band's new album. El
Oso.
There just are not very many words on the
album. This seems odd coming from a man
that can normally rum any phrase into a lyrical gem. Doughty's lyrics are usually influenced by pop culture, drugs and bad television (he never misses an episode of 90210),
but there are few references to modern consumer life.
Instead, many songs on El Oso are built
around one phrase. Doughty's mates, Sebastian Steinberg on bass, Mark De Gli Antoni
on sampler keyboard and Yuval Gabay on
drums, do an incredible job of turning one
phrase into a four minute song, but there is
still much lacking from many of the tracks.
The album contains many elements of
jungle and drum 'n bass music that are a bit
of a departure for Soul Coughing, but may
be a natural transgression. Gabay may be the
only drummer in the world that can play
jungle beats live, and he's the most prominent member of the band on this album.
However, the songs are not nearly as complex on El Oso as they are on their two previous albums, 1994's Ruby Vroom and 96's
Irresistible Bliss. There aren't as many simple
yet perfect guitar squawks from Doughty,
and De Gli Antoni is not as noticeable on the
sampler/keyboard as he was on the previous albums.
The opener, "I'm Rolling," does not contain much more than the two and a half
words in the title, and "Blame" becomes
frustratingly redundant very quickly. It's
only on the songs that Doughty opens up his
notebook does the Soul Coughing that fans
are used to come pouring out.
Despite its problems, there are still some
gems on El Oso. "Maybe I'll Come Down,"
"Houston" and "Monster Man" are more of
what is expected of Soul Coughing with
their off-beat lyrics and off-beat beats. These
songs are gems in comparison to some of the
other tracks and make the album worthy of
praise. "Pensacola" and "The Incumbent"
1998 - Repose Records
slowly build into catchy songs that stick in
A movie about two witches may not seem
your head all day long; the sign of any good
like the basis for a very promising soundSoul Coughing song.
Soul Coughing may stumble a bit on /'/ track, but Practical Magic defies that stereoOso, but the album in no way detracts from type.
The film, a romantic drama about two sistheir reputation as one of the most innovative and simply fun bands to listen to. There ters who happen to be witches, features talare many things wrong with El Oso, but there ented actresses Sandra Bullock and Nicole
are many things right with it too. As long as

Practical Magic: Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack

•*■ See MAGIC, page N-3

Photo provided
Princess Bold (the voice of Sharon Stone, left) and Z (Woody
Allen) struggle for Individuality in Antz.
company, or in this case, colony.
Once Z escapes outside of the
By JAMES ELDRED
colony, he sees how other insects
live, (they can also be compared
The BG News
to social classes of America
Antz is the first
today).
computer animated
The Wasps, played by Dan
bug movie to come
Aykroyd and Jane Curtin, are
out this fall. The secvery much like rich, stereotypiond, Disney's A Bug's
cal White Anglo-Saxon ProtesLife, will be released around
tants. They are the upper-class,
Thanksgiving. From the looks of
and see the ants as the poor and
things, Disney is in trouble
downtrodden. The Pests, conbecause Antz is definitely one of
sisting of flies and gnats, spend
the best animated movies to
their days lying around and eatcome out in a very long time,
ing. They're compared to hipand it's not just for kids.
pies, with their laid-back attiWoody Allen is the voice of Z,
tude on life and work.
a neurotic ant that feels inadeWhile some of these jokes will
quate and insignificant about his
go right over the heads of the
life in the colony (he's basically
younger audience members,
an insect version of the characthere's still plenty for them to
ters Allen always plays). The
enjoy—especially the fantastic
colony is a totalitarian regime
computer effects. The animation
where individualism doesn't
in this movie easily surpasses
exist. Everything is for the good
that of Toy Story. The attention to
of the colony, even when it
detail is apparent in the opening
denies individual happiness. Z
minutes of the movie where
hates everything about the
we're shown an extreme wide
colony and wants something difshot of the colony. I could see
ferent for his life.
individual ants moving across
Desperate for a change, and a
the screen!
chance to meet the princess, he
All aspects of the film are in
switches places with his soldier
superb detail, including the ants
ant friend Weaver (the voice of
themselves. They are made to act
Sylvester Stallone), to go to a soland look somewhat like their
dier inspection. Unbeknownst to
human counterparts. (You know
him, the army is given orders at
computer animation has come a
the inspection to launch a suilong way when you can look at
cide strike against the neighboran ant and immediately tell it's
ing Termite colony.
Woody Allen.)
Luckily, because of his comThe same can be said for the
plete ineptitude, he lives to be
other actors that lend their voicthe sole survivor and returns a
es to the movie. Woody's friend
hero. But when he's found to be
Weaver, played by Sylvester
a fraud, he reluctantly takes
Stallone, is big, muscular, and
Princess Bola (Sharon Stone)
has the same facial structure as
hostage and escapes the colony.
Stallone. Sharon Stone, Gene
He then begins the search for the
Hackman
and
especially
mythical "Insectopia."
Christopher Walken share their
If this doesn't sound like a
counterparts features. Walken's
typical animated movie, that's
trademark evil
look and
because it isn't. It goes much
demeanor translated to animadeeper than the average kid's
story and has many levels. But it tion quite nicely.
This movie is definitely not
is, at heart, a Woody Allen picjust for kids. It's a well-done
ture. His neurotic presence domcomputer animated cartoon, as
inates the film with lines like, "I
well as an extremely funny
never felt like I got enough
romantic comedy and Woody
attention from my mother as a
Allen-style social satire.
child, being the middle child in a
A Bug's Life has some pretty
family of 5 million."
stiff competition.
This is why Antz shouldn't be
dismissed as a children's comedy. The plot is actually closer to
social satire, like many of Allen's
previous movies. Several comWoodland Mai Cinema 5
ments on the social structure of
Voices: Woody Allen, Sharon
insect life are made, and can be
Stone, Gene Hackman
NOW says: A hilarious movie
compared to modem American
with
a great cast A must-see for
society. The colony system is
all ages.
much like a modem day factory.
The Queen and the soldiers in
charge can be compared to the
i star |utf goto lie bar
executives of companies. They
i Mara: go B tie MM
9 Mara: mxn. tien ba>
really do not care about the
4 Mars: mowis. lien moMe again
workers, just the good of the
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Tap S
FILMS
1. "Anlz." DreamWorks
2. "What Dreams May Come."
Polygram
3. "Rush Hour." New Line Cinema
4. "A Night at the Roxbury,"
Paramount
5. Ttonln." MGM/UA

ALBUMS
1. The Mtoeducatlon at
Lauryn HIU." Lauryn Hill.

2.
3.
4.
5.

"N Sync." "N Sync.
"Psycho-Circus," Kiss.
"Supernatural." DC Talk.
'Mechanical Animals,*
Marilyn Monaco.

TL
1. "ER." NBC
2. "Frasler," NBC
3. "Friends." NBC
4. "Veronica's Closet," NBC
5. "Jesse," NBC
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Coming Out
Week features
dance, comedy
The BG News
Expanding on last year's
rComing Out Day, Vision has
- planned a five day celebration
called Coming Out Week to take
place Monday, Oct. 12 through
i Friday Oct. 16.
Vision is the University's gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgendered
and straight supportive group.
Coming Out Week begins at
11 a.m. with the Rainbow Rally.
This event, which takes place on
the Union Oval, will facilitate a
place for people to talk to Vision
members about coming out, for
• gay or supportive straight students to relax and to distribute
information to the campus community about issues that Vision
members face. The rally ends at
3 p.m.
Culture Night is the next
event of Coming Out Week and
also takes place on Monday. It
will be held from 9-11 p.m. in the
Women's Center in Hanna Hall.
There, undergraduate students can display artwork, read
poetry or perform drama skits.
There will also be displays on
gay history and culture and a
'zine produced by Vision will

make its debut.
The most important Coming
Out Week event takes place on
Wednesday, Oct. 14 from 8 to 10
p.m. in room 115, Olscamp Hall.
This will be a stand-up comedy
routine and human rights presentation by Karen Williams, a
celebrated black feminist lesbian
performer.
Williams
has
appeared on many national
comedy programs and has
toured with Joan Rivers and Nell
Carter.
Coming Out Week will end
on Friday, Oct. 16 with an 80"s
Dance Party. This dance will be
in the Amani room from 9 p.m.
to 2 a.m. Admission is $2. However, if guests arrive in 80"s attire
they will get in for free. All proceeds from the event will be
donated to David's House of
Toledo.
All events, besides the dance,
are free. Every agent is open to
members of the campus community and guests from surrounding areas.
For more information on any
of these events, contact Vision at
372-0555, or mail Vision at Box
22, University Hall, BGSU,
Bowling Green, OH 43403.

CAMPUS EVENTS

I The BG News I
Classified
Ads

372-6977

According to Gap Promotions, "Swing is back
and sweeping ffie nabonf.-And BG it no eiceotionii On November 7 at 8pm at Anderson
Arena, Family /Parents' Weekend presents the
Manhattan Transfer concert.
And Student Activities wants you to become a
part ol fie concert team!

lht BG Htm* •ill not knoomyl) j>icpi jdvrnt<emrni>
ihjl diwnrmruitf. «• rncnurjf* ilionmin-iliitn jfjinM
JO> indiMJtuI IH froufi <tn ihr hu>i« nl r.»r •*< CSSM
crenJ irltf.m njiicn.il oripin <«>iul IHXMJUMI tinatel*). tMim to * *n«w t> <<n ihr hwM* at my nthcr
k-ptll) prawctrd NUII*

Give back to the community and gam volunteer
hours lor your orga/waton/majori Become
marketable tor the real world with hands on
production experience' Gain valuable promotional/recruitment opportunities tor your organizationM Call 2-2971 to volunteer or 2-2343 tor
ticket information
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Kidman, and is accompanied by
a very hip soundtrack. The
movie centers around the two
sisters who have inherited the
gift of white magic just as their
elders have. This magic is used
to cast spells of love, but with
one drawback: the men that fall
in love with these far-from evil
witches die early deaths. The
movie centers around one of the
sisters' denial of her powers and
the others misuse of them.
The soundtrack features
many well-known acts such as
Joni Mitchell, Faith Hill, Marvin
Gaye, Stevie Nicks and Elvis
Presley. All 13 tracks make for a
very mystical, mood-setting
album. The story of the sisters,
without even having seen the
movie, can be imagined just by
hearing the music that accompanies it.
Stevie Nicks contributes two
new songs to the album. One is
"If You Ever Did Believe," a
smoky ballad that sets the pace
for the other songs that follow.

NOW

Although most of the tracks
are slow and moody, there are a
couple upbeat numbers on the
disc. Faith Hill's hit single "This
Kiss," is the second track, and
unlike the other songs which
sing of love that isn't quite right,
Hill uses her energy to produce a
love-soaked happiness.
Two old tunes, Marvin Gaye's
"Got To Give It Up (Pt. 1)" and
Elvis Presley's "Always On My
Mind" add a touch of familiarity.
The only danceable tune on the
album, "Got To Give It Up,"
seems out of place, but has that
"oldie but goody" appeal. The
group Lisahall contributes "Is
This Real?" a psychedelic slow
song that's so full of angst that is
just about the best song on the
album.
One other famous name contributes her soulful voice to the
soundtrack. Joni Mitchell's track,
"A Case Of You" tells of not
being able to forget about someone you once loved. All of the
songs are, for the most part
about love lost and love needed.
-Natalie Flickinger

<ar
.

Interested in writing on a part-time or volunteer
basis for NOW7 Movie, music, theater and book
reviews are welcomed. Call John Weruel at 3722603 or email wrJohn@bgnet.bgsu.edu

. <U U {to tk kcU!
ASlD Meeting
Monday. Oct. 12@830
IntheGallena
Don't forget your i-thirt designs
Into on the Haunted Trail
Snacks & Refreshments-Al Welcome
Eiplore Europe-Info Meeting
Study in Nantes, France
Earn 6 BGSU credits
Classes m English/ALl MAJORS
5 weeks m France/1 week in Belgium
WHEN? Tuee. Oct. 13, 1998 & 9pm
WHERE? BAA 1000
?'s contact mondr e@bgnet
March of Dimes Walk America is coming to
BGSU on Saturday. Oct 10. 1998 at Perry
Field House. Registration @ 9 am. walk starts
@ 10 am. For more info call 354-5301 or em*1
0aviss5Jbgnet.ogsu edu.

Is there something you want to do to show appreciation tor your parents? Make them Parents of the Year* Enter the Parents of the Year
Essay Contest. Winning parents will be honored dunng Parents Weekend (Nov 6-8). Pick
up full rules m the UAO office (330 University
Union). Essays due m the UAO office by 5.00
pmonOct. 19. 1998
Market Your International Eiperience
A re-entry session with a career focus will be
held at 3:30pm on Monday, October 12 for all
study abroad returnees m the Conference
Room ol Career Services office (360 Saddle
m.re Student Services Building) Can 372-0309
with questions_
Required informational Waft Disney World
Meeting wilt be held Thursday. Oct IS, from
6-9 p.m in OLSC 115. Plan to attend and
schedule an interview with recruiters for the following day Then be on your way to sunny Oriando for sormo semester '99'

•*• Continued from N-1
tionalization of his wife and several establishing scenes with his
children. By juxtaposing these
scenes with his progression in
the afterlife, the quality of
Chris's character is communicated as well as the reason for his
wife's problems.
However, the story ultimately
falls apart at the end, failing to
live up to the grand plot twists
and ominous foreshadowing of
the preceding scenes. True love
becomes a hollow, tear-jerking
plot device, rather than an allencompassing, universal human
emotion. The theme of searching
for love, even in the face of death
or non-materiality, seems a bit
overdone as of late {Ghost, City of
Angels, etc.), but Annabella
Sciorra turns in a passable performance as a tortured wife and
mother. Williams and Gooding,
on the other hand, could have
played their characters in their
sleep.
Compared with his performance in films like Good Will
Hunting and The Fisher King,
Williams is simply going
through the motions in this
movie. He's likeable enough, but
uninspired and underused. Similarly, Gooding plays a generic
version of a guardian angel,
introducing Chris to the pantheistic logic of a politically correct
Heaven, and the rest of the usual
spiritual junk. Max Von Sydow,
who's introduced later in the
film as a "Tracker" of lost souls,
goes through the motions of his
character, alternately appearing

fearful and wise, clueless and
calm.
Despite these major drawbacks, and the clunky, awkward
script by Ron Bass, the movie is
worth seeing, if only for the art
direction.
The visual effects are some of
the most complex and eye-catching in film history. They beat the
hell out of Independence Day and
Armageddon, in any event. The
imaginary world that Chris
explores in the beginning of the
film is a 3-D version of an
impressionistic painting, a la
Monet or Friedrich. Its intricacy
is staggering. The subsequent
afterlife scenes (the Library, Sea
of Doubt, Hell) are exhilarating
in their scope and realism", bringing to mind the art of Bosch and
Dali.
The rest of the art direction
sets new standards for computer-generated environments (to
be outdone soon enough by the
new Star Wars prequel in May,
no doubt), and is reminiscent of
the films of Terry Gilliam (The
Fisher King) and Marc Caro and
Jean-Pierre Jeunet (City of the Lost
Children.) The colors are vibrant
and crisp, and the cinematography is appropriately expansive.
Forget the overdrawn acting,
the incidental plot and the generic score: What Dreams May Come
finds its value in the creative representation of the unconsciousness mind, the exploitation of
technology for art's sake and the
faithful adherence to cinematic
excesses for visual stimulation.
In a word, it's breathtaking.
Cosmos tor live music
Weekends or
Folk, Ja22, Alternative

WE'VE TAKEN THE DEMOCRAT DONKEY
HOSTAGE? WHAT WILL THE COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS DO WITH HIM? OCTOBER
12. 5PM. UNION OVAL.

CITY EVENTS
Cosmos tor lunch
Falafel. Hommous. Chai

WITCHES' BALL" Saturday. OCT 31 at Alternatives. 131 W Wooster St. m BG. Refreshments. Costume Contest A morel Runs 9pm to
whenever) Tickets $2.50 at Alternatives, or
$3 00 at the door For more info, call ALTERNATIVES at 352-7333. or Slop in at 131 W.
Wooster St. Dust off your broomsticks & fry on
mi WITCHES'BALL)

SERVICES OFFERED
Learn guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musician/instructor with master's degree from
BGSU. For more into, contact creative arts
program 372 8177
Pregnant' Free pregnancy tests.
Confidential & caring.
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVE NOW. End of season special.
$100 00 lor student through Oct. 10 minutes
from BGSU campus. Visa/M/C accepted
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200.

GRAND OPENING WEEK

^5M

mlmi

^XRJt <S>
PUB

7:oo-9:oo Happy Hour
532 W. WOOSter
352-2447

Monday
Bar &
Restaurant
Appreciation
nigfit.

Tuesday

Charity
&

Show your pay
stub or wear
your uniform
for...

DRINK
SPECIALS
ALL
NIGHT!!

Wednesday

Thursday

pfiisfiing
xuitfi
Dove
Matthews

T.B.A.

Get there
early or
you won't
get in.

Saturday

pj Spins
Great Music
All Night
Long!

Fundraiser

Night

Friday

Jason and
Tim's Birthday
PartyEi/eryone
Welcome
After 9:00pm
lii/e Music from
local & National
Swing Bands.
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Th« WcHrtMi Connection it now open ai a
naw locaiion-i 70 Haaith Center Come in and
see us Outthons? 372 WELL (9355)

PERSONALS

CRUELTY-FREE Health A Beauty aids. Candiet. Crystals. Incense. Books. Music and
morel At ALTERNATIVES, i3i W Wootter in
BG* Home of the WITCHES' BALL* Can
352 7333 tar info'

Dear Lll Lesley Fish
Come Sunday, I'll answer your wish
We're gonna be the Best Bigtil
pair m town'
And soon, you'll be cfownm' around'
Alpha love and mine,
Your Big'

Happy Birthday
20th
Rapheal Gnflm

Environmental Action Group
Our next meeting is Mon.. October 12
at 9pm in 301 University Hall
Get involved
•Recycling
"Camping Tnps
'Speakers
'Beautify the Community
•Observe Wildlife

'AOII* Lil'Jody 'AON'
Get excited, Sunday is coming near,
Don't worry, you have nothing to 'ear
I am so eioted to have you as my little
Another hint I can play the fiddle
• AOM " LiT Jody * AOII'
According to Gap Promotions. "Swing is back
and sweeping the nation r-And BG is no exception'! On November 7 at 8pm at Anderson
Arena. Family/Parents' Weekend Presents
the Manhattan Transfer concert
And Student Activities wants you to become a
part ot the concert team''
Give back to the community and gain volunteer
hours tor your organization/major' Become
more marketable tor the real work! with hands
on production experience1 Gam valuable promotionaVrecrubmeni opportunities for your orgarvzabonii Can 2-2971 K> volunteer or 2-2343
tor ticket information
AGDKSAGDKSAGDKSAGDKS
The new members of Alpha Gamma Delta
would kke lo thank the new member class of
Kappa Sigma for kissing roses. Thank you1
AGD KS AGD KS AGO KS AGD KS
ACHt AOII AOII
Lit Krissy.
The day is getting closer
Onry 2 more days to go.
Who am I?
On Sunday you mf know'
Atpha Love.
Your Big

WANTED
Babysit in my home Please call 354-3155
Roomate needed Immediately lor quiet complei. Own room, porch w/great view For more
■nfocall3S2 093S

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DOE BY 3 P.M IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OCT 13MENS
BOWLING; OCT U-MEN'S A WOMEN'S
CROSSCOUNTRY.
INTRAMURAL OfFICtALS STILL NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL CONTACT THE IM
OFFICEASAP IF INTERESTED
It there something you want to do to show ap
preciation for your parents? Make them Par
enra of the Year) Enter the Parents of the Year
Essay Contest. Winning parents will be honored dunng Parents Family Weekend (Nov
6-8) Pick up full rules in the UAO office (330
University Union) Essays due in the UAO of
fice Dy 5 00pm on Oct 19. '996
LilCandace
Well make an awesome pair
I can't wait til Sunday
Get exoted about AOM
Love. Your Big'

Mane your own beer A wine
Black Swamp Bootleggers
has everything you need
We also have
Premium cigars, punch
macanudo. don Cuba no
and more
344 S Mam St '353-7126

Love. Big7
AOII AOII AOII AOM

PI PHI' PI PHI * PI PHI
Get exoted ladies tor the all house retreat this
weekend' Please meet on Sunday at the house
at 6:15)
PI PHI' PI PHI' PI PHI

PSYCHIC Readings A Asfology Also goods
tor Heath Conscious. Pagan. Wccan A other
Alternative living ALTERNATIVES. i3i W
Wootter Si her»m BG 352-7333

AOII AOII AOII
Lil BethSisters are friends that you can
count on through rain or
shme or even Bon Bon's
Alpha love, Your Big
AOII AOM AOII

Thmk BG is a bonng town' Not so. Entertainment anchors Kan Howard and Vic Fiore'lo can
tell you exciting things to do weekdays on 8G
24 News' Turn to cable channel 24 everyday at
5 30.10:30and 730am

:l

AOII AOM AOII
You and me, what a pair'
Love and friendship we wil share
Only a lew more days and
you will tee,
What a great bag/iil pair
wewiubei
Love. Big*'"
AOM AOM AOII
Little Katie
This weekend will be Mod
with anticipation
Excitement, fun, and jubilation
Love. Your B-g

nd

$10.80 starling pay. Entry level openings In
•II areas. Full/pert time, w/tleiible hrs. No
up. needed, training provided.
Coop'schoiarshlps awarded, great resume
builder. Call 861-0736.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into call 203-319-2802
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK" 2 FREE TRIPS
ON. ONLY IS SALES and EARN $S$$ Ja
maica. Cancun. Bahamas, Florida. Padre1 Low
Pnces1 Free Meals. Parties & Meals' "Limited
Oiler**
1 800-426-771 QVwww.tuntp»<shtour5 com
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home
Into 1-504-646-1700D€PT OH 6255

Help Wanted
•spray lawns tor TruGreen
$8.'hr and up depending on experience)
-must have good problem solving skills.
customer service, and drying record
-come by or call Ask tor Dan
TruGreen ChemLawn
12401 Eckel Rd
Perrysburg. OH 43SS1
(419)874-5004.
INDUSTRIAL TEMPORARIES
Day sh'lt openings at area pans manufacturing
plant, $8 per hour. 40 or more hours per week.
up to three months assignments Must have
good attendance, be punctual, safety conscious, comfortable with machinery and equipment and able to pass a drug screen. Can
419-356-7023 between 8;30am and 4 30pm
weekdays. Thursday 10/8 through Wednesday i0/i4. to schedule an interview
Inlamship'Parl-tlme Sales Position
Available m Fmdlay with a distributer ot
fasteners, power tools, & safety supplies -too
entails counter sales, phone sales, order processing. M-F. 20-25 hrs/week $7/hr Send
resume or stop by 225 Standtord Pky Findlay.
OH 45840 www fastenali com

or 10'9 - 10/15

AAAA.i Early Spring Break Specials' Bana
mas Party Crmse' 6 Days $279' Includes Mosi
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Florida! 1996 B8B Award Winneri »pnngbreaktravei com 1 800-678 6366
AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun & Jamaica! 7
nights Air & hotel From $3991 Includes Free
food. Drinks, Parties' 1998 Better Business Bureau Award Winner! springbreaktravel.com
1 800^786366

Part-time babysitter needed.
419-691 5221
Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking tor part-time employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested m working various
unskilled jobs m assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate ol pay is S5.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 500pm
(Mon-Fn.) at: Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc 428CloughSl BGOH43402
Person needed to run gram trucks lor farmer
Free in afternoons. Seasonal work 352-7050
or 686-4527.

SPRINGBRE AK Cancun. Florida, etc. Best Hotels. Parties. Prices. Book early and Save"
Earn $ * free trips' Campus
reps/Organizations Wanted
Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013WWW icpt com
University Dining Services/Management Information Specialist. Primary Responsibilities
Perform system backup of all computers (IBM
and IBM Compatibles. MAC Re-organae hard
drives, upgrade menus, upgrade software Assist programmer with answering user computer
questions. Delivery and pickup ol GnffirvOiebold RDT registers Assist programmer
with developing Excel Spreadsheets Other duties as assigned. Mon-Fn to be arranged
around class schedule Pay Rate $5 90mr
Questions? Scon 8lackwood 372-2893
WEAR JEANS TO WORK
EARN $50 A DAY
SAVE THE EARTH
Looking lor people with a strong desire io
protect the environment.
'Hours 4-10 pm Mon-Fn
"Minimum 3 days/week
'Flexible with school schedule
'Can 419 866-4463 to schedule interview

AAAA.i Spnng Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus tor outstanding ethics in the
marketplace! spring break travel com
i 800^78-6386.
Fender RocPro 1000 half slack
with 3 channel toot switch A 2 15' speakers
Like new. 2 yrs. left on warranty $450 Call
352-8390.
Hondas $100-$500
Police Impounds
Hondas, Chevys. Jeeps. & Sport
Utilities. MUST SELL'
1-80O-522 2730 x 4SS8
I GOT THE HOOK UP!
"Purple. 20 spd. Mountain Bike w/x-wa
tubing w/4-lock only $30
'Nokia cellular phone w/ all
the extras only $40
'Large size dorm refnge*ator w/lreezer.
"new condition" only $50
ALL ITEMS MUST SELL'.
Call Koot Keith @ 372 1278
and leave message1

Pnmesiar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49.00498 00 one time payment
$25 99 programming Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Offer7
Can Now' 1 800 580 2765
Sleeper Sofa
Near new $200
373 6506
Sola, matching chair ft oak coffee table
$200 or best offer Call 354 0220

FOR RENT

Love is the Destination

2*0 -1:30

fMWwW^
Nightly 9:30
.."->Vf6A>
JOHNNY Ut-PP IS

KJV-

F.«en Sitwdiv MtJaftl

It

Free Pop &
Popcorn With
Ad Valid Thru
10/15

Rush Hour (PG-13)
(12:40 2:50)5:20 7:40 10:00

DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of
extinctions resul'ing
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your]

Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
wf Student ID

•Oil Change $19.99*
"most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
B&B
Bowling Green. OH
353-252*
•Mh.p
Free Tewing if we
do the job!
ciinPM
fff/Sff
CWMTtm

MATCH POINT
When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.

e

BGSU

AVE BUDDIES BUCK$

Ncwlovc Realty Rentals
* I bdrm w/doublr LR
& front porch
*(l) 2 bdrm house
* Efr located over
downtown stores
•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
COMPLETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR
NEW WEBSITE:
WlpyAvvvwj»CTv1overcaltu.com
332 South rictin Street
(our only office)
352-5620

J

20% OFF YOUR PERM OR NAILS

Urban Lag*nd(R)
(12:20 2:40) 5:00 7:30 10:10

Required informational Walt Disney World
Meeting will be held Thursday, Oct IS, Irom
6-9 pm in OLSC 115 Plan to attend and
schedule an interview with recruiters for the following day Then be on your way to sunny Orlando for spring semester '99'

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

2bdrm furnished apts
352-7454

B&B
NEXT STOP
Nightly 7K»
WONDERLANDS.'s«n w«<M»'

CO-OP EMPLOYMENT

Nature's. Legacy

welcome 353 5074

m

3bdrmiownhouse 642 S College *5-2 car garage. 2 baths ft washer/dryer units Available
immediately- $830vmonth . utii Please call
for more into 353-5800.

I Noss and Cooperrtder. 1994 Sayjcjj

2 BDRM lu>n apl dose 10 campus
Includes utiUl.es. grad students

'93 Pwilac SunDufl 730O0 miles. A/C. ABS.
AWfM a/ cassette $4800 OBO Call
419 639 0050 afle' 5 30 pm

217 South College-- 1 5 blocks from Hanna
Hall. 3 BR House i2mo lease, tenants pay all
utii.. sec dep. parental guarantee *eq.. "o
pea. $575/mo Rent collected quarterly
Available immediately
For more Information or to sign a lease.
conlacl Arbor Enterprises al 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

Campus Recycling Program

Window washer pan time No exp necessary
Own trans, rtq'd. Call 352-5822

FOR SALE

2 3 SuWeasers needed
Spnng Semester, dose to campus, new
Frazeeapanmeni. Call Katy 6 354 1616

Nutritional Supplements
Brand names. best prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
(419)668 9184

'Antz(PG)
(12:30 2:30)4:30 7:00 9:30
•A Night At tlw Roxbury (PG-13)
(1:00 3:00)5:10 7:20 9:40

^

Office) cleaning eves *0-i5 hrs/wk. Own
trans reqd Can 352-5822

HELP WANTED

11234 N. Main St. 354-0558

L.

Lil Jen M.

CINEMA 5 Sfii.

little Stars home-based Day Care Center
needs long-term help on Friday afternoons.
May lead to more hours Great pay Call
354 6481

Pi time evenings. Office cleaning You must
be reliable & take pride in your work. $6 50/hr
Call A &0 Cleaning 419-868-7577.

OPEN

Cinemark Theatres

AOII AOII AOII
Only 2 more days
till you're part of the
family'
Love, your big

AAAA*' Early Specials' Panama City' Room
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties1
Daytona $149 New Hots pot South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' sprmgbreak
travel com 1-800-678-6386

Play costumed educational characters for
pre-school A grade school children Must have
own transportation. Can Millrow Children's
Characters 1 6M 297 8688

Desk clerk needed midnight 8am Friday. Saturday . S Sunday Longierm position Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn Apply Mon-Fn 9-3

Phi Mu • Phix-Up ' Phi Mu
Come take a roll m the hay
The Phi Mu Way"
Phix-Up *98 is (many fwe'
See everyone on Saturday
Phi Mu'Phix-Up* Phi Mu

■95 Honda CBR 900 Many extras Mamie
nance records $6500 OBO Call 353 2343

Jed's Barbeque & Brew
That realty cool 70's place >
Now hiring ful A part Dm*
Day & night. Kitchen, wait staff & bar
Hiring at premiumwages. Fun, casual
atmosphere with opportunity to make
tots of money $500/week potential
Please call 419-872-1977 or apply
in person M-F between i0am-2pm

SUBLEASER NEEDEO Spring semester, lor
spacious i bedroom apt. S340/mo plus utilities. Call 353 6389.

Campus Pollyeyes Now Hiring
Servers, cooks, commission drivers
Apply between 2-4 only M-F

March of Dmes Walk America is coming'
March of Dmes Walk America is commgi
Sal. Oct 10th @ Perry Field House Can
354-5301 for more into.

AOII AOII AOII AOII

AOII* Lil'Jennifer B 'AOII
Quite a pair we will be.
but you gust have to wan and see'
'Alpha love from your Big*

Call 1-800-892 7318

WITCH STORE?? Well, yet. Tarot. Crystals.
Incense. Oils. Candles, Books, and other items
tor your mind and body ALTERNATIVES. 131
W Wooster St. 352-7333.

GAMMA PHI BETAS:
Get excited tor a fun-filled weekend
Cedar Point's Haunted Halloween Saturday
A G Phi B House Retreat Sunday'l'
"See You There*

Lil' Martina,
Three more days and you will tee,
What a great Big/LiC pair we will be1

AOII'Lil'Sara Lin? "AOII
The rime it near for you to And
That one AOII that's been on your mmd
So wait a little longer and you'll agree
That you're glad your Big is me'
A'D^aiove.
Your Big
ACHI' Lit' Sara Lmz * AOII

USMC Of FICER PROGRAMS
College Siudenis-All Majors
Summer internship ai Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90s dance

AOII AOII AOII AOII

Love.
pom B 9

Tuesday's at K AMIKAZE S
swing coming....

Wednesday's at KAMKAZE"S
Karaoke with Rich Uchels
from 10-2

AOII AOII AOII

AOII ACHI AOII AOII
Lil'Tara
I hope you are aa exoted at me
Cause we wi be the best Big/L'i'
pair in BG.

Thursday's at KAMIKAZE S
Omars from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers an mghr long

Friday, October 9, 1998

1/2 OFF YOUR BUDDIES CUT

•What Drums May Come (PG-13)
(12:50)4:00 7:10 9:50

MANE STYLE SALON

Coming October 9th and 10th
John Carpenter s
' Chrisinte"
Only at Midnight Only S2 00

NEWIPVE
Rentals

CHRISTINE 353-6263

(Matinee times) on SAT* SUN only

Help Wanted
General Food
Service Workers
UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES
pain o> evo— A*M«

High School Student Workers
14 years or older

p5*
■■«

The Chi Omega Walk of Fame
October 10, 1998

5!F5H
STEAK HOUSE

BQSU University Dining Services
$5.20 per hour
We Offer.

Fully Paid Training
Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
Work a Few Hours After the School Day 5 Weekends
Fun Work Atmosphere
Meet New Friends
Experience For Your Resume
Merit & Longevity Salary Increases
Ftomctona Opportunities

Tasks You May Be Asked to Perform:
Serve Food from a Steamtable to Customers
Maintain a Busing Station
Clean and Sanitize Pots and Pans
Operate a Dishmachine
Mop Roors
Prepare Sandwiches
Clean and Prepare Produce
Clean and Sanitize Restrooms

To Apply:
Pick-up an application
Inquiry packet at 200 Centrex Bldg.
8am. - 5p.m. Monday • Friday
BQSU is an EEO/AA Employer and Educator.
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The 1998-99 Senior Class
Presents

t/

Joan Garst & Keith Jones

Julie Stamper & Rod Rich

Katie Koiub & Matt Bachtcl

Angela Gonzalez & Tim Matus

Jam! Donahue & Dave Gray

Michelle Raleigh & Stu Baker

Robynn Quinn & Kevin Ward

Sarah Namestnik & Sean McNabb

Andrea Kuncsh & Doug Crowley

Breanna Diso & Kenny Hudson's

Jennifer Froelich & Bryan Slaroslo

Kitty Kimber & Stake Hudson's

Suzanne Ashworth & Scott Tadych

Angie Eberly & "It's Just Matt''

Joelle Dipadova & Greg Grisez

Christie Bammerlin & Elvis Presley

Sarah Puhl & Brian Teets

Jaimie "Scary: Spisak & "Spotty-

Jill Caponni & Ed Burns

Cassie "Baby" Martin & "Posh"

Tiffany Bowman & Bret Fry

Jaimie Peck & Mike StrickJand

163 South Mom Street • Bowling Green • A19-352-2595

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS--354-2260

Jennifer Prucha & Paul Shimelonous Steph Baker & Dave Rose
Jennifer Elseser & Steve Bossart

Knstcn Froelich & Mike Barton

Jonica Summerset & Adam Limes

KJ Roman & Dylan McKay

Alison Brown & Jason Anderson

Jenn Peck & Big Pappa

Heather Kelly & Chad Singer

Julie Hoppcs & Travis Seese

Jessica Sidell & David Hasselhoff

Delilah Lopez & Rob Wozniak

Jana Coven & Sean Joyce

Leigh Kossbiel & Joel Mohler

Kerri Sexton & Steve Marks

Kate O'Hara & Kurt Repola

Wendy Peck 4 Brandon Towne

Shannon Niebes & Scott Brown

Gayle Trueblood & Matt Damon

Karen Zink & Matt Price

}

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1751
> 839
> 853
1722
• 203

High St. 2 BR. Furn. $300 per mo. and up
Seventh 1BR. Unfurn. $365 per mo.
Napoleon 2 BR. Fum. $380 per mo. and up
Eigth 3 BR. Bath and half Duplex $520 per mo
Liberty Fum. Eff. $300 per mo.
'Length lease negotiable'

